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Wish I could pen a poetic "response"
to your beautiful magazine! Will a
hearty "Bravo!" do?
Delia McKenna McAuliffe '58
Buffalo, N. Y.
Your RESPONSE is a beauty and you
are indeed to be congratulated ! It has
a warm, very human feel — feminine,
contemporary— in short, I think it's
great.
Mrs. Judith-Ellen Brown
Editor, Rochester Review
The University of Rochester
Wonderful job! I am enjoying it and
will pass it around here.
Ben Carlson
Earlham College
I hope the quality of Response is also
present in the enlarged version of
Rosary Hill College.

Rosary Hill RESPONSE is published quar
terly by Rosary Hill College, 4380 Main St.,
Buffalo, N. Y., for distribution to alumnae
and friends of the college. It is printed in
Buffalo. Editorial address, Alumnae Office,
4380 Main St., Buffalo. Second class postage
paid, Buffalo, N. Y.

Ann Stuart Morse '65
Tonawanda, N. Y.
RESPONSE is a beauty! Congratula
tions to you and your co-workers.
Sister Andrea, O.S. F. '64
Buffalo, N. Y.

Your magazine is lovely. It is incredible
that you should do such a professional
job on your first issue. The photogra
phy is striking. Congratulations on
your entire issue.
Eugenia M. Lewis
Executive Secretary Alumnae
Association
Coker College
The writing is strictly superior. I en
joyed the style and vigor, the clarity
and sim plicity of this publication.
Kudos to you and all who helped in
the publication and production of this
fine magazine.
Richard E. Van Almen
Director of Alumni Affairs
Baldwin-Wallace College
. . . It has taken my breath away. I think
that the editorial and the "Response
to the Winds of Change," which you
wrote are truly outstanding. Be sure to
enter these in the magazine competi
tion this year. . .
Mary C. Lyons, Editor
Wellesley College
Wellesley, Massachusetts
. . . The publication is certainly one
with quality and I very much enjoyed
it...
Joanne Joseph Sperling '58
New York, N. Y.
. . . how very impressed I am with the
initial issue of Response! The articles
are most interesting— I, of course,
particularly enjoyed reading about our
group search weekend! Frances' pic
tures are absolutely wonderful!
Toni Paterniti '64
Fort Lee, N. J.
I am impressed! Keep up the good
work. Your photography is especially
interesting. Maybe you can find an
other like Francis Metzger.
Henry M. Carter
Office of Public Relations
Randolph-Macon College
It is well done— an exciting magazine.
Congratulations!
Sister Mary Angelora Yodelis
Director of Publications and Publicity
Briar Cliff College

. . . So attractive and really appealing
to a "non" alumna, "non" Catholic,
"non" New Yorker or New Englander
— I was moved to write and say,
"Bravo"! For, as you can see, you had
no built in audience down here.
Margaret Davis, Editor
The George Washington University
Magazine
The Ceorge Washington University
Your RESPONSE is and should be, the
greatest! ! You are off to a fast start—
good solid topics — and graphics
superb . . . keep it up.
Robert H. Strasburg
Ohio Wesleyan University
Delaware, Ohio
HUMAN DIMENSIONS
. . . I am delighted to see the plans
which you have developed on "Human
Dimensions.". . .
Gardner Murphy
Director of Research
The Menninger Foundation
Topeka, Kan.
. . . I like your "Human Dimensions,"
— not every detail of it necessarily, of
course— but the objective, the pro
gressive stir it will create in the minds
of students and the broad discussion
it will bring to your campus. I think it
is a most admirable thing for Alumnae
to do for a college . . .
J. B. Rhine
Foundation for Research on the
Nature of Man
Durham, N. C.
E. S. P. ET AL.
In early Decem ber, D octor Henry
Puharich, a medical doctor interested
in research, gave a day's seminar at
Rosary Hill College, on extra-sensory
perception, clairvoyance, prognostica
tion and faith healing. In the last field
he was especially impressive despite
the fact that the experiences that he
related strained credulity.
D o c t o r P u h ar i ch , h owev er,
brought us geographic and historic
proof of at least one "faith healer;"
there and now faith healing is being
practiced; go and see for yourself. He
had made carefully controlled experi
ments in extra-sensory perception. He
is using all known methods of science
to discover by what physical means, if

any, these phenomena take place.
This made the day's seminar seem
credible to the open mind.
Is there place for this kind of
study on the undergraduate campus?
The undergraduate is being helped to
explore the explored, learn the known,
and enrich himself with discovered
knowledge. There are times when a
professor, doing research on his own,
permits the student to participate in
his investigations. This, perhaps, is the
best type of learning.
Perhaps there is not yet place on
an undergraduate campus for labora
tories and courses in E.S.P. These must
be left to highly specialized depart
ments of psychology in endowed uni
versities. But there is always place for
faculty interest and investigation of all
that is new; for careful experimenta
tion and the gathering of facts for
those who have taken all knowledge,
even the extrapolated shadow land of
knowledge, for their province.
Sister M. Georgia Dunn, O.S.F. Ph.D.
PARANORMAL HEALING
Before he came, "spiritual" healing
seemed like a remote form of magic
practiced in the backward cultures of
primitive man. When Dr. Henry K.
Puharich left, many of us were con
vinced that paranormal healing was
an authentic human activity that our
cultural prejudice would obscure un
less there were more meetings like that
held by Rosary Hill this past year.
The entire experience brought us
a new appreciation of human activity
that carried us far beyond our cultural
ly limited horizons. A number of fields
were brought to our attention — the
areas of mental telepathy, clairvoy
ance, extra-sensory perception— fields
that only now are opening to popular
knowledge.
Many people expressed to me
after the presentation their apprecia
tion for opening the community's mind
to the world we are living in— that the
college had opened its facilities to a
refreshing new field. We can't stop
now. Too many have sought a follow
up. Too many others still want to enter
the door we have left ajar. We must
continue to influence the community
in these other fields and to realize
Rosary Hill's potential as a cultural
force in our society today!
Jean Arns Cuddy, President
Delta Epsilon Sigma

GUEST EDITORIAL

Reprinted from The Ascent, Rosary Hill undergraduate newspaper
SUSAN A. MAURI, Editor-in-Ch'ief

In a recent newspaper article, author Philip Wylie calls this a "generation of
zeros," made up of "nothing people" who, motivated by unconscious fears,
are involved in a "massive shrinking toward zero." He sees the constant pressures
and threats from all sides as triggering a negative defense reaction: instead of
resisting, "man seems to be growing ever more willing, in America at least, to
abet his own shrinkage. Made to feel less, he wants to become less still."
Mr. W ylie offers numerous evidences of this self-reduction of mankind,
from nothing-music and art to noninvolvement. His examples point up a disturbing
situation: man is running away from himself into security of a nonthinking, sub
human nothingness. He is losing his sense of self, and caring little about it.
This is somewhat true of college students today. W hile we would find retreat
ing into nothingness difficult in our situation, still we retreat: from ourselves into
a seemingly full world of academe. Our cushioned world keeps us too busy for
moments of self-realization, for forming ourselves as individuals and coming to
know ourselves through encounters with others. The structure in which we find
ourselves makes it too easy for us not to become individuals and we are vaguely
discontented and uneasy.
However, we have a slight advantage over the mass of American people
Mr. W ylie is so concerned about: we generally do not choose this self-negation,
but fall into it unconsciously. We still have our sensitivity and sensibility,and there
is time for a reversal. This reversal must begin with an honest questioning of every
value, from religious beliefs to political disposition, and it must be followed by
an open exchange with one another. In the words of Mr. W ylie: " , . . to restore
something to ourselves in order that we as a people may reverse the trend and
become something, eventually."
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A New York medical doctor's recent
disclosures on this campus have jolted
members of the alumnae, faculty and
students of Rosary Hill College as well
as members of the community into a
"tour” of investigation. Its title is
"HUMAN DIMENSIONS — Our Next
Critical Frontier.”
The tour, which may not leave
the campus, is ranging widely into
new scientific and educational fron
tiers by means of lectures and seminars
on such provocative subjects as extra
sensory perception, the narcotic
world, unorthodox healing, dream re
search and the coming revolution in
education.
The program is featuring investiga
tors in these fields who are describing
original research and personal experi
ences. They are stimulating, not only
new categories of thinking, but pos
sibly, also, of research in this college
and the community.
Response of all age groups —
including high school students present
— indicates the kind of "reversal”
which student editor Sue Mauri insists,
"must begin with an honest question
ing and must be followed by an open
exchange with each other.”
Participants include alumnae
(some returning for the first time since
graduation,) students, faculty, medical
doctors, psychologists, educators, en
gineers, other business and profes
sional people and parents. They are
engaging in "an open exchange.”
Interest in unusual human abilities
presently unexplained by science was
aroused last year during several dis
cussions by Sister Marita, O.S.F., vice
president and academic dean, who

.. This reversal must begin with an honest questioning. . . and it must be followed by
an open exchange with each other . . . ” (as demonstrated at the December seminar on
paranormal healing)
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spoke on "The Theological Implica
tions of Extra-Sensory Perception."
She concluded that theology had every
reason to encourage increased under
standing of paranormal abilities. The
scientific confirmation of a nonphysi
cal or spiritual element in personality
would support the religious point of
view.
Thus encouraged, Delta Epsilon
Sigma, scholastic honorary society, and
the Buffalo Alumnae Chapter invited
Henry Puharich, M.D., president of
a New York medical research organi
zation, to discuss his investigations of
paranormal healing experiences at
Rosary Hill.
Over 200 members of college and
community heard Dr. Puharich de
scribe healing techniques practiced
by medically-untrained individuals in
Mexico, Hawaii and Brazil which defy
scientific explanation and which sug
gest extra-sensory and other powers
worthy of the "most strenuous investi
gation." Dr. Puharich appealed to
medical doctors and other Buffalo
scientists to undertake this kind of
research.
Controversy over the possibility
of such human capacity as the "in
stant" diagnosis of disease and almost
"instant" surgery without pain, shock,
or anesthesia (described elsewhere in
this magazine) spread rapidly, both
inside and beyond the campus.
Kathleen Kearns, president of the
board of the Alumnae Association, re
ports that, "The ensuing argument
made us realize how little we really
know about the human being." The
board decided that the time had come
to stop talking and to start investi
gating the extent of the human being's
influence and abilities. "We also ought
to know about the possible influ
ences," says Miss Kearns, "which, per
haps unknowingly— below the level
of consciousness — may be affecting
us. We ought to know more about
how to develop an individual's fullest
potentials and what — such as narcot
ics, for instance— may inhibit them."

In order for the Alumnae Associa
tion board to be authorized to act as
a liason between the various alumnae
organizations, the college and the
community in setting up a program of
investigation, it was necessary for the
Association to amend its constituiton.
This was done at an open meeting, the
amendments also permitting present
board members and officers to suc
ceed themselves for one year. This will
allow time for the new program to be
come established.
A steering committee was ap
pointed representing alumnae, faculty,
and community under the co-chair
manship of Edward P. Gueth, Jr., as
sistant secretary and general attorney
for the Western Division of the Niag
ara Mohawk Power Corporation, and
Mrs. Gueth (Marie Sciandra '52, presi
dent of Lambda Tau, medical technol
ogy honor society, Rosary Hill chapter.)
Working rapidly against time, the
committee arranged the Winter-Spring
series of lecture-seminars under the
title of HUMAN DIMENSIONS. The in
tent was to open up for discussion a
few frontiers of human understanding.
According to Mr. Gueth, "Our
purpose is a search for truth, however
it may unfold, and not an endorse
ment of any one point of view. We
hope our participants will avoid, as
much as possible, both credulity and
prejudice in considering controversial
subjects."
Buffalo Police Department's Nar
cotic Chief Michael Amico was sched
uled (by Lambda Tau) to discuss di
mensions of "The Narcotic World,"
President John H. Niemeyer of New
York's Bank Street College of Educa
tion, to lecture on "The Coming Re
volution in Education" with emphasis
on the needs of earlychildhood (partly
sponsored by the Education Concen
tration;) Dr. Stanley Krippner of Maimonides Medical Center, Brooklyn,
"Dream Research;" Dr. Bernard Grad
of McGill University, and Dr. Puharich,
"Paranormal Healing;" and Douglas
Dean, Newark College of Engineering,

Newark, New Jersey, "Methods of Dis
covering ESP Capacities" with testing
of the audience.
The HUMAN DIMENSIONS bro
chure asks, "What is Man beyond his
chemical components?" It originators
think the answer will not be found in
what H. M. McLuhan calls the "rear
view mirror" approach to knowledge,
but in a "readjusted viewpoint — for
ward !"
Mrs. Gueth points out that "We
are fortunate in having a forwardlooking college administration and a
president such as Sister Angela who
have given their blessing to this openminded investigation as well as the
facilities of the college."
The "blessing" included, also, a
small financial "nest-egg", sufficient
to get the program started. From now
on, however, HUMAN DIMENSIONS
is on its own. Initial response indicates
that several hundred people of all ages
are not content with the "orientationtoward-nothing" which Philip Wylie
has observed.
Requests are arriving for more
lectures, for study groups and for
literature. (A lending library is being
established in the Alumnae Office.
Books and information on any aspect
of "human dimensions" are solicited
from kind donors.) Instructors from
other colleges as well as members of
the community are thanking Rosary
Hill College for "the courage to per
mit investigation of subjects which are
too much ignored, elsewhere."
As for Rosary Hill College alum
nae, they are discovering a new way,
not only to expand their own intel
lectual frontiers, but also to serve their
college and their community.

If the mechanical headshrinkers are
shrivelling man into non-being — an
unself-regulating system less efficient
than the Frankensteinian monster of
his own making — who c?n dig him
out of his degradation? Would you
believe — woman?
Although some husbands will so
liloquize (before dinner) upon the
human being as a complex of chem
ical interactions capable of being by
passed by the steady whirr of the com
puter, most wives — standing willfully
poised with the serving spoon— won't
buy it.
Take one. When, after listening,
she moves to switch on the Beethoven
Ninth and draw draperies upon the
sunset, or hands hubby a smeared yet
vibrant fingerpainting with Junior's
imprint, she may be criticized — even
loudly — for changing the subject.
If, at this point, she wavers, all
may be lost on the computer front to
the mechanized brigade. If she stands
firm, confident of her own position,
she yet may save the day. Not only for
herself, but also for the coming gen
erations.
She must know — and so, in time,
must her husband — that she is not
changing the subject. She is moving it
onto another level of comprehension
not always reached by male logic. At
least, there is a certain illogic in re
marking that one has yet to see a
computer contemplating a sunset or
sounding forth the soaring spirituality
of a Ninth Symphony.
Although she might wish, on
occasion, to subject Junior to some
slight re-programming, what input,
she may ask, causes small arms to
tighten about her neck with a gusty,
bejammed, "Mommy— I love you!"
Is this faint whirr from angel wings?
Or the computer?
Her problem is how not to waver.
Today's woman has been "reinforced"
for intellectual inferiority, and her
"intuitions" are acceptable only when
they remind her that she forgot to turn
off the stove before leaving or she'd

better drop by the office in case
hubby missed his ride.
Her pediatrician treats her with
less deference than he does her chil
dren, her family is intent upon its
separate interests, and the intellectual
interchange of an entire day may con
sist of "Dada" and "Don't." In time,
it may progress to "What did you do
today, dear?" "Nothing much." It
doesn't add up to intellectual self con
fidence. Even her co-inhabitants of the
highway glance at her with that silent
mouthing, "Oh, women!"
Forget it, daughter! Don't ever
underestimate your power as a wo
man. By at least one man you've been
missed. James Arm strong, former
president of the American Alumni
Council lamenting the Lost Battalion
of Brains (women's) in Alma Mater
Magazine, asserts that "the failure to
identify and use this strength has
created a social pattern which indi
cates that we could not afford the loss.
It indicates even more clearly that we
may not survive a continued failure
to organize this segment of social
strength." To become a "segment of
social strength" is a distinction not to
be dismissed lightly.
O f the educated woman at home,
Mr. Arm strong says, "You r role
emerges rather obviously. Much of
the present problem stems from two
factors— first, a real and rapid change
in social demands on our minds, and
second, the failure to interpret the
new opportunities to the Lost Battal
ion. This latter is at your fingertips in
your magazine, your meetings and
your campuses."
Do not forget your privileged sta
tus. Women own 53% of all stocks,
control 65% of the savings accounts
and are the beneficiaries of most
estates and insurance policies. This is
pretty potent power! Women aren't
so dumb, either. Intelligence tests fail
to favor either of the sexes.
Nor are you as housebound as
you may suspect. A survey of college
(Cont'd. p. 26)

Is Arrigo fiction, fraud — or an unexplained fact of life which demands the most
rigorous investigation? He is the last, according to Dr. Henry K. Puharich, who
has been investigating unusual phenomena for twenty years. During this time, Dr.
Puharich, a medical doctor and research scientist, president of Intelectron
Corporation of New York City, has seen many unusual events.
The most spectacular is Arrigo, a medically untrained and meagerly schooled
Brazilian — famous throughout his own country but virtually unknown in this —
who, this doctor says, daily heals several hundred countrymen who que up for
major surgery, a laying-on-of-hands, or an accurately written prescription, written
within seconds of an "instant” diagnosis — a prescription honored in every
pharmacy in Brazil.
Arrigo has an immediate knowledge, not only of the patient's condition,
according to Dr. Puharich, but also of the world's pharmacopaiea, often antici
pating drugs not yet on the market, correctly indicating on the prescription when,
and in what country, they will be available. What is more, the prescriptions work.
For weeks, Dr. Puharich watched, unbelieving, until convinced that he was
not himself hypnotized. Arrigo's surgical tools are an unwashed kitchen paring
knife and a pair of scissors. Within moments and without anesthesia he performs
surgery which, ordinarily, could take a team of doctors several hours. In spite
of dismal lack of antisepsis, Dr. Puharich found no subsequent infection, no pain
or shock. Immediately after the most radical, but rapid-fire abdominal surgery, a
patient will walk away, frequently holding the diseased organ or removed tumor
in his hand. Wounds heal in record time. Arrigo removed a tumor from the arm
of Dr. Puharich in an instant, using the same, dirty knife. Dr. Puharich felt nothing
and the arm healed quickly and cleanly without any medication.
After 17 years and an estimated 1 y2 to 2 million healings by Arrigo, the only
evidence of "malpractice" which a non-plussed government has been able to
muster against him, has been the practicing without a license. Except for occa
sional perfunctory and short-lived restrictions or jail sentences, Arrigo is free to
heal in his own unorthodox, assembly-line manner. Medical doctors frequently
send him their own "unbeatable" patients, Dr. Puharich discovered.
A devout Catholic, Arrigo takes no credit for his healings and refuses
payment. Until recently when he received an inheritance, his services were
rendered at the end of his own working day. He would not sleep until the long
que — from 300-500 ailing countrymen — had passed by him. Dr. Puharich has
yet to find a failure among patients Arrigo has treated.
During a seminar and lecture at Rosary Hill College in December, Dr.
Puharich described a variety of experiences which violate all present-day
sophisticated notions of healing and of perception.
Dr. Puharich, author of "The Sacred Mushroom", "Beyond Telepathy" and
numerous medical and scientific articles and papers, believes that medical
doctors "have become sufficiently competent and secure that they can afford to
look at these unorthodox methods of healing which actually exist today."
Following lectures to doctors and surgeons, Dr. Puharich has been told,
privately, amazing stories of unusual healing events which doctors have experi
enced or observed but which they are reluctant to discuss for fear of ridicule.
Such taboos, he says "are, fortunately, beginning to pass."
Only at Lourdes, he has found, have paranormal healings been exhaustively
and continuously investigated by both medical and ecclesiastical boards in order
to establish whether specific healings must be accepted as "miraculous," being

unexplainable according to conventional knowledge. A small number of cases
pass the rigorous tests.
Similar careful examination, Dr. Puharich insists, should be directed toward
other healing experiences throughout the world. According to Pedro Santos, a
Brazilian student studying in East Aurora, Arrigo is but one of many recognized
healers in Brazil. Pedro, who lives near Arrigo, has Brazilian books and magazine
articles which describe the healing sessions. Pedro says, "there are many fake
healers in Brazil, also."
Dr. Puharich was one of the first scientists to investigate the "sacred mush
room" among remote Mexican-lndian tribes, cut off since antiquity from other
cultures. He also has experimented with the mushroom, amanita muscaria, in
this country.
After certain religious disciplines, the Indian priests or priestesses are able
correctly to diagnose diseases and to prescribe specific plants to be picked at a
precise moment and prepared in a certain way. "I was much surprised at the
results that were gotten," this observer said. His own experiments indicated a
heightening of extra-sensory powers after ingesting some portion of the
mushroom.
If radical surgery can be performed without pain, shock, or infection and if
extra-sensory methods can be used to diagnose diseases and prescribe plants or
drugs, this may suggest, this researcher believes, methods in use by the ancients
which at some later date in history were lost to medical science. Ancient Syrian
and Babylonian papyri describe surgical techniques which, in later civilizations,
could not be undertaken successfully until the discovery of anesthesia and
antisepsis.
An increasing number of open-minded scientists, such as Dr. Puharich, want
to know what power available to antiquity was lost in subsequent generations,
or else "went underground", to be maintained today among unsophisticated
peoples or, as sometimes seems to be the case, among the highly trained who
are reluctant to discuss what they have experienced.
A direct, "extra-sensory" knowledge of substances which aid in healing
would explain, also, how the ancients built up a pharmacopaiea — a mystery to
medical historians — without our modern methods of massive experimentation.
Trial and error does not seem, to Dr. Puharich, a sufficient explanation.
As for healing power itself, some researchers suggest that this may be a force
field which under certain circumstances can be activated by certain individuals
or certain substances or certain events, and channeled into a diseased area. Little
is known about any healing process even that of the ubiquitous aspirin tablet.
There are experiments being conducted by reputable scientists today which
seem to demonstrate that a healing power exists and that it can be measured
under laboratory conditions.
On April 1, Dr. Bernard Grad of the department of psychiatry, McGill
University in Montreal, will discuss his scientifically-controlled laboratory experi
ments with the "laying-on-of-hands" by a "healer" which has aided significantly
in the wound healing of mice and in the promotion of plant growth.
Dr. Grad will share the platform at Rosary Hill College with Dr. Puharich in
a symposium on healing, part of the HUMAN DIMENSIONS series. Dr. Puharich
has been asked to return by popular demand. During a day-time seminar which
will include medical dqctors, other scientists and laymen, theories of a possible
healing "force" will be discussed. Both men will speak at an evening public
lecture.

CAN YOU FORETELL
THE FUTURE?
Join a computer-analyzed experiment
in ESP on April 22 at the College to
test your precognitive ability. It will be
conducted by . . .
Mr. E. Douglas Dean
Principal Investigator,
Psi Communication Project,
Newark College of Engineering
and
Prof. John Mihalasky,
Industrial Management
Engineering Department,
and Project Director
Groups of successful executives have
been found to have significant pre
cognitive ability.
How will you score ?
For information on this group test and
the accompanying seminars and lec
ture on ESP research, phone .,..
Alumnae Office
839-3600, Ext. 212
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AMONG CHILDREN?
"The revolution in education involves
more than new materials and tech
niques. It is rather a whole new way
of approach, stemming from the grow
ing realization that education should
not only be available to all children
but must be geared to meet the needs
of all — the poverty stricken and
alienated children in slum areas as
well as the rest — and that new ways
of reaching these children must be
devised."
These were the opening remarks
of President Niemeyer of Bank Street
College, New York City, in the third
lecture of the HUMAN DIMENSIONS
series, given before an audience of
150 alumnae and educators on the
evening of March 9, in Duns Scotus
auditorium.
President Niemeyer discussed the
New York City Public Schools, in
which 50% of the children are now
Negro or Puerto Rican, and the shock
ing discovery that 30% were going
through school as functional illiter
ates. Yet these children were found
to have normal intelligence. Why
couldn't they be taught to read?
To find the answer to this ques
tion, Bank Street College studied the
homes from which these children
came and found that in addition to
conditions of poverty, cramped living
quarters, and broken families, the
children had never had a book read
to them nor had they ever seen an
adult read a book in the home, that
they spent most of their spare time
watching television, and that, while
their mothers gave them physical love
they rarely communicated with the

children verbally. From this, it seemed
evident that new ways of communi
cating with these children must be
found and the college set up a re
search program in language arts to
meet this need.
The Bank Street books-on-film
are among new materials developed.
He showed one of these, a charming
children's story book, narrated by
Harry Belafonte.
He spoke of the Headstart Pro
gram in New York City and of how
slow it was getting started until they
sent workers into the homes and en
listed the support of the mothers.
Then they found that the mothers
of the young children in the slums,
no matter how depraved and ignor
ant, were deeply interested in the
education of their children and looked
to the school as the great hope.
So the college set up a demon
stration and curriculum display center
in Harlem (the Bank Street Educa
tional and Resources Center) to help
the teachers and superintendents of
25 New York Schools develop new
materials and better techniques, and
this has grown into a multi-million
dollar program.
He showed an excellent film of
this work, in which the new "explor
ing type" of education going on in 4
New York Public Schools was de
picted, and in which it was quite
evident that the children were learn
ing eagerly and happily.
While paying a sincere compli
ment to Rosary Hill College, stating
that he felt it was 15 years ahead of
the times, he challenged all colleges
to "come down off the hill" and "into
the market place" and take responsi
bility for making the American dream
of a good life for all come true.
by Elizabeth G. Gibbs
Headstart, Nursery School Teacher
Mrs. Gibbs organized one of the first
nursery schools in Buffalo, helped organ
ize the Early Childhood Education Assoc
iation and taught recently in the Headstart
program.

AMONG COLLEGE STUDENTS?
The full force of the LSD and mari
juana problem among Buffalo college
students burst forth following a Febru
ary lecture at Rosary Hill College on
"The Narcotic World" by Detective
Sergeant Michael Amico, Chief of the
Buffalo Police Force Narcotic Bureau.
Sponsored by Lambda Tau medical
technology honor society, it was the
first of the HUMAN DIMENSIONS
series.
Chief Amico's statement that "the
use of LSD is increasing among Uni
versity of Buffalo and State College
students" and that "marijuana already
is a serious problem" (although he has
found no problem among the girls'
colleges) was picked up by the news
papers.
This resulted in a barrage of inter
views among students, the uncovering
of student organizations supporting
the use of LSD and marijuana, and
student demands for the legalization
of the use of these "non-addicting
drugs." The University administration
is defending students' rights to open
discussion but is adamant that present
laws against the use of drugs will be
enforced. Arrests continue to be made.
Although the HUMAN DIMEN
SIONS lecture triggered the current
controversy, Rosary Hill College is not
involved.
Chief Amico, later reinforced by
medical authorities, told the Rosary
Hill audience that the greatest danger
from LSD and marijuana use is that it
leads, too frequently, to the use of
addictive drugs, "a one-way street to
destruction." He showed films to
illustrate that, once on heroin, few
are able to return.
Leaders of the student organiza
tion LEMAR (legalized marijuana)
challenge this point of view and claim
that the drug "increases pleasure and
perception." Dr. Marvin Block, chair
man of a medical society Committee
on Alchoholism and Drug Dependen
cy, is concerned about the "type of
(Cont'd. p. 26)

Plenty. No one yet knows how much,
or what it all may mean. But — dream
you must, according to Stanley Kripp
ner, Ph.D., Director of Dream Re
search, Maimonides Medical Center,
Brooklyn. Normally, everybody dreams
although not everyone remembers his
dreams. Small babies, he reports,
dream most of the time.
Dreams may be essential to men
tal and emotional health, Dr. Krippner
told the HUMAN DIMENSIONS audi
ences in February. If— as has happened
experimentally — you are prevented
from dreaming, nervous collapse may
result.
Dream periods during sleep can
be detected by accompanying rapid
eye motions (as though the dreamer
were observing the dream events) and
by changes in brain wave patterns. An
individual can withstand a remarkable
amount of deep sleep denial, but —
denied his dream periods— he quickly
becomes irritable and, over a period
of time, prostrate.
Even "day-dreams" may be im
portant to total well-being. Dr. Kripp
ner urges parents to encourage this
i imaginative — and often discouraged
— pasttime of children. "The impor
tant thing," he cautions, "is to help
the child distinguish between his
imaginary experiences and those of
the every-day world." It has been
noted that schizophrenics have the
least history of "day-dream" experi
ences. Creative people may rely
heavily upon their "day-dream" as
well as night dream experiences.
Dreams may be filled with images
of repressed wishes (according to
Freud), of symbols from the uncon

scious intended to instruct the dreamer
(according to Jung), or, perhaps,
memories of past events.
However, they are not always
private experiences according to Dr.
Krippner. The literature of psychic re
search has recorded innumerable in
stances in which the sleeper's dreams
are "invaded" or interrupted by a sud
den vision of distant events, often hap
pening to a loved one, beyond any
possible knowledge of the dreamer.
The accuracy of the insight, in an un
usual number of incidences, later is
verified.
Psychiatrists, in analyzing the
dreams of patients, sometimes dis
cover that specific events in their own
private lives — events unknown to the
patient — become interwoven in the
patient's dream sequences.
This happened so frequently to
Dr. Montague Ullman that he set up a
Dream Research laboratory at Mai
monides Medical Center where he is
director of the department of psy
chiatry. Dr. Krippner was placed in
charge.
The purpose was to discover, by
carefully controlled experiments, if
these odd clinical experiences, as well
as spontaneously reported dreams of
viewing distant events, could be dupli
cated in the laboratory. Dr. Krippner,
finds that they can.
Dr. Krippner brings to this re
search a background of intensive
training and experience in education
and psychology with over 40 pub
lished articles in scientific and educa
tional journals — many dealing with
researches relating to the gifted child.
He believes that the study of extra
sensory perception (such as telepathy
and clairvoyance) and psychokinesis
(the power of mind to affect matter)
will uncover important areas of psy
chic ability which psychology must try
to understand and explain.
An example of present research at
the Dream Laboratory, is the case of
Bill E., a psychoanalyst who volun
teered for the study. According to Dr.

Krippner, the electrodes of the EEG
were glued to Bill's head and after
explanation of procedures, he was
permitted to go to sleep. Experi
menters watched for and recorded
each dream period at the end of which
Bill was awakened and asked to re
count his dream.
At the same time, in a distant
room, an agent was concentrating

Zapatistas" an oil painting by Jose
Orozco. (Courtesy Museum of Modern
Art, New York City)

"

upon a copy of "Zapatistas" by the
Mexican artist, Orozco, which was
picked at random from a file of 12
pictures. The painting shows "a num
ber of revolutionaries, followers of
the Mexican rebel, Zapata. They are
carrying guns and are accompanied
by a feW women. There are moun
tains in the background with storm
clouds above them."
Bill was awakened four times that
night at the end of dream periods.
As part of his dreams, he reported,
"A rainstorm . . . thundercloud . . . a
feeling of New Mexico . . . lots of
mountains, Indians, Pueblos . . . an
other civilization. They were trying to
convince the woman that she should
go in a particular direction to see
something that was going on. I think
o f . . . the slogan . . . Lucky Strike has
gone to war."
In the morning Bill was asked
to discuss his dreams. He said, "For
some reason, my first dream im
pressed me very much . . . It seems
like there were heavy clouds behind
this — perhaps the coloring of New
Mexico fits it, the mesa as it runs up
(Cont'd. on p. 27)
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Years ago, Philip Wylie gave advice
in the preface to his Generation of
Vipers designed to rout us out of our
psychological ruts — "Think in new
categories!"
The advice holds today if it is
not too late, as Wylie now hopes,,
plaintively, "to restore something to
ourselves in order that we may. . .
become something, eventually."
What categories? Adrian van
Kamm, Duquesne University psychol
ogist, suggests that we think about
"the rediscovery of man, man who
was mummified and nailed in his de
terministic coffin by such undertakers
as empiricism, rationalism and posi
tivism."
Abraham H. Maslow, professor of
psychology at Brandeis University,
goes farther, "To put it bluntly, we
need a new kind of human being."
He is necessary because of a "change
of pace in history. It seems to me."
Maslow says, "that we are at a point
in history unlike anything that has
ever been before." The emphasis to
day, he feels, must be upon "the
world as flux, a movement, a process,
not a static thing."
To the educational enterprise,
Maslow protests, "What's the use of
teaching facts? Facts become obsolete
so fast. What's the use of teaching
techniques? The techniques become
obsolete so fast. Even at M.I.T., he
finds, the effort now is to "create a
new kind of human being who is
comfortable with change, who enjoys
change, who is able to improvise, who
is able to face with confidence,
strength and courage a situation of
which he has absolutely no fore-

warning."
This category of human being,
according to Maslow, must be a "crea
tive person." His pre-requisites have
something to do with the ability to
become timeless, selfless, outside of
space, of society, of history. Maslow
suggests that, fully developed, "this
phenomenon is a diluted, more se
cular, more frequent version of the
mystical experience that has been de
scribed so often as to have become
what Huxley called The Perennial
Philosophy. In various cultures and in
various eras, it takes on somewhat
different coloration — and yet its
essence is always recognizable — it
is the same."
He portrays it as "a loss of self
or of ego, or sometimes as a trans
cendence of self. There is a fusion
with the reality being observed (with
the matter-in-hand, I shall say more
neutrally), a oneness where there was
a twoness, an integration of some sort
of the self with the non-self. There is
universally reported a seeing of form
erly hidden truth, a revelation in the
strict sense, a stripping away of veils,
and finally, almost always, the whole
experience is experienced as bliss,
ecstacy, rapture, exaltation." This,
Maslow finds from his own investiga
tions, is the "peak" experience of hu
man beings when they are most
mature, most evolved, most healthy,
when, in a word, "they are most fully
human."
Van Kamm also notes a "shift in
Western culture, this transition from
an isolated individualism, one-sided
rationalism and positivism and blind
collectivism towards a growing con
cern for real human community, for
human commitment, and authentic
values." The core of the new trend,
he formulates as "the conviction that
it is impossible to think of subject and
world as separate from each other4"
Psychologist Gardner Murphy, di
rector of research for the Menninger
Foundation, calls for a new "model"
of the human being which is large

enough to incorporate also such un
explained human capacities as extra
sensory-perception and psycho-kinesis
(power of mind over matter.)
Dr. Murphy is not alone in
believing the evidence for these para
normal human capacities (which in
vestigators designate by the Greek
letter "psi") to be significant. Joseph
H. Rush, writing in the Humanist, says,
"the evidence for psi is so impressive
that no one who is trying to under
stand human personality can afford
to neglect it."
According to Swiss psychologist
Carl Jung, whose theory of "synchronicity" (another new category of
thinking) was based, in part, upon
personal and clinical experiences of
extra-sensory-perception, "To assess
the psychic phenomenon, we have to
take into account the other pheno
mena that come with it, and accord
ingly we can no longer practice any
psychology that ignores the existence
of the unconscious or of parapsy
chology." Parapsychology is the de
veloping science of "psi."
Aldous Huxley stated, as far back
as 1954, that "parapsychology has
established the case for 'psi' on bases
too strong to be explained away."
Michael Scriven, writing in Contem
porary Psychology, sums up the situa
tion with "psi" this emphatically, "If
there is anything to ("psi") it is more
important to psychology than rela
tivity was to physics. If there's nothing
to it, the statistical underpinning of
ordinary psychology is overdue for a
collapse."
How explain the thousands of
documented evidences of dreams or
clairvoyant visions of actual events
happening beyond reach of the
senses? How explain the rash of pre
dictions (including those of Jeane
Dixon, Billy Graham, and, perhaps, of
Kennedy himself) before the Presi
dential assassination? How explain the
kinds of paranormal healing described
elsewhere in this magazine? How ex*plain years of statistically acceptable

research in the field of para
psychology?
If the human being has the
capacity to perceive data without use
of the known senses, such as in tele
pathy, or clairvoyance, or to move
forward or backward into time by
foretelling future events or perceiving
past happenings of which he has no
knowledge, and if, by the power of
mind he can move distant objects or
channel a healing force, then the
established framework of present
(Western) scientific theory will have
to be altered.
Truth is not served by the present
tendency of established science to
sweep these possibilities under the
rug because they fail to fit precon
ceived, and presently-comfortable,
scientific assumptions. "Psi" phenom
ena seem to point to human po
tentials beyond the physical-chemical
and beyond space-time limitations. If
true, the implications may be as farreaching and as yet unrealized as was
the future of aviation when the
Wright brothers first took wing.
Gardner Murphy, writing in Main
Currents in Modern Thought, con
cedes that, "if physicalist observers
can go a considerable distance, or
even if they can go the whole way,
in explaining the physical-chemical
basis of life, in terms of physicalchemical models, that is all to the
good. There seems to be no logical
reason at all why this should mean
that this is the only way in which life
can be viewed."
Dr. Murphy adds that, "Maybe
the data, viewpoints, and methods of
physicalist psychology are essentially
sound; maybe the issue is not that
they are wrong or perverse, but simply
that the physicalists' models represent
a 'special case', exactly as the physics
of Sir Isaac Newton appear to be a
special case in the relativity universe
of Albert Einstein . . . To say that our
experiences, our meanings and our
values, are of no significant scientific
importance is simply to define science

in a limited way which many of us
would be unwilling to accept."
Joseph Rush suggests that, "To
the psychologist, the mind is like a
black box with sensory input and
motor output channels attached. He
is aware that something significant is
in the box, but provisionally, he
ignores it . . . It is only when the
provisional nature of such a limita
tion of the field is forgotten that the
device becomes an obstacle to further
progress."
In defense of science, Thomas S.
Kuhn points out in The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions that it is a neces
sary role of science to be conserva
tive, that it is no part of the aim of
what he calls "normal" science to
"call forth new sorts of phenomena."
He admits, however that, "indeed
those that will not fit the pre-estab
lished box are often not seen at all.
Nor do scientists normally aim to in
vent new theories, and they are often
intolerant of those invented by
others." Scientific revolutions can,
and do, take place, according to
Kuhn, only when old theories no
longer will account for new data
which is imposed upon them. Such
transformations of scientific thought
were imposed by such innovators as
Copernicus, Newton, Lavoisier, Ein
stein and Bohr.
If it is important for the main
stream of science to stay channeled
in the prescribed categories, perhaps
it is equally important to have some
portion of society looking for the
"marginal odds and ends" which
William James found to constitute the
meaning of a new scientific or phil
osophical outlook. Someone, or some
groups may need to encourage new
areas of speculation to explain un
usual but real phenomena which
occur, and new researchers who are
not yet totally committed to existing
theories.
Murphy reminds us that, "It was
the odd behaviour of pitchblende
that led the Curies to the discovery

of radioactivity . . . the odd behavious
of celestial bodies . . . that gave force
to Einstein's drive towards a relativistic
theory."
He insists further that, "It is just
because the paranormal is ridiculous
from the point of view of the present
limiting physicalist conditions that it
should be investigated by the most
rigorous possible methods, and it is
also exactly because such methods
have realistically yielded results point
ing to a new time-space reality, that
they are rejected by well-trained
physcialist psychologists."
Henry Margenau, Yale's eminent
physicist, speaking to parasychologists,
encouraged the investigator to "strike
out on his own and probably reason
in bolder terms than present-day
physics suggests," as well as to "toler
ate the strident, critical voices of
hard-boiled, pragmatic and satisfied
scientists without too much concern,
and continue your own painstaking
search for an understanding of new
kinds of experience, possibly in terms
of concepts which now appear
strange."
Psychiatrist Ralph S. Banay, MD,
editor of Corrective Psychiatry and
Journal of Social Therapy, also in an
effort to encourage, devoted his en
tire March, 1966 issue to parapsy
chology because of the importance he
places upon researches in this field
by "authorities of high reputation and
integrity." In his editorial he suggests
to psychiatrists and psychologists that,
"We may well adjust our viewpoint
to deal with these phenomena with
an objectivity akin to that with which
we follow research addressed to can
cer, poliomyelitis or heart disease."
Dr. Banay admits, however, that
"the transition to this new point of
view may require a new impetus from
an entirely different direction from
the conservative attitude that governs
the mainstream of mental research
today. Anyone who has gone through
experiences unexplainable under our
present terms of knowledge looks for
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new directions of understanding and
tries to find the forces responsible for
them. The impress of these indelible
experiences, I hope, will draw more
and more responsible observers into
the momentum of this little known
element of physiological functioning."
A new direction is suggested by
Murphy, in his "Three Papers on the
Survival Problem." He writes that,
"There is not the slightest doubt that
anthropology and sociology within
the next decade or two will learn
more and more to see the individual
as an aspect of the social field — far
indeed from the sharply defined and
autonomous little capsule of energy
which he is likely to imagine himself
to be."
Researches which are being de
scribed in the current HUMAN DIMEN
SIONS program at Rosary Hill College
suggest that mental images may be
implanted telepathically into a
sleeper's dream by an agent at a dis
tance, that certain individuals can ac
celerate healing or increase plant
growth by the ancient technique of
"laying-on-of-hands," and that uncon
scious emotional reactions of one in
dividual (which experimentally show
up on a plethysmograph) can cause
similar subliminal emotional reactions
in another individual at a distance
(with similar patterns on that person's
plethysmograph) with no known
means of communication between
them.
If these researches are valid, it
would suggest that there may be some
potential field of activity which con
nects man with man and with his
environment, a field in which he and
all else, is totally immersed and which,
in moments of "peak" experience or
bizarre accident, he activates, or it
activates in him. Perhaps, even in
ordinary day-to-day existence, human
beings are busy influencing each
other and their environment on some
psychic level outside of consciousness.
If this is so, we should start
thinking in this category. It would

seem insufficient to reject these pos
sibilities as D. O. Hobbs in the Journal
of Personality rejected the results of
parapsychology pioneer J. B. Rhine's
thirty-year research, "Rhine may still
turn out to be right, improbable as I
think that is, and my own rejection
of his views is — in a literal sense —
prejudice."
A new "model" of man-in-environment and environment-in-man,
including any possible paranormal
aspects and capable of experiencing
the loftiest "peak" experiences, will
require, according to Murphy, the
close cooperation of the medical man,
the anthropologist, the sociologist, the
physicist, the biologist, the psycho
logist, and a great many other kinds
of people working together within a
broad framework and giving each
other mutual support.
An open-minded group of college
graduates, members of the college
family, and of the community — hav
ing the courage to care — may, by
working together, go far in discover
ing the direction of the "new order."
If Teilhard de Chardin sees true, this
also may permit "the gradual dis
covery by those with eyes to see, not
merely of Something but of Someone
at the peak.. . . "
If the new order should be found
to consist of a fundamental related
ness, a congenital connectedness, a
remarkable unity undergirding all
beings, then perhaps Philip Wylie's
"zero" yet may come to symbolize,
not "nothingness", but what the circle
always has symbolized — wholeness,
the primordial All.
This may be, at the very least, a
category worth considering.

A MULTIDISCIPLINARY
EXPERIMENT IN
PARANORMAL HEALING
TO BEGIN
A Shanti Foundation grant to the col
lege has been given to establish a HU
MAN DIMENSIONS Research Program
under the directorship of Sister M.
Justa Smith, Ph.D. Chairman of the
Chemistry Concentration.
Continuing her research in enzymology, Sister Justa, in cooperation
with the psychology department, in
terested medical doctors (including Dr.
Puharich) and other members of the
community, will conduct intensive in
vestigation of the chemical reactions
possibly involved in paranormal heal
ing. The grant will permit Dr. Bernard
Grad of McGill University, Montreal,
to participate on campus for part of
the experiment. The grant of $2,615
will be supplemented by $1,370 from
the college.

"Sister, were you on the Ed Sullivan
Show?" a small third grade boy ques
tioned us in a high voice. This is a
natural question for any child to ask,
passing six sisters carrying banjos,
maracas, guitars, drums, etc. No, we
haven't been on the Ed Sullivan show,
but we've had various and meaningful
experiences in the Buffalo area. Be
sides performing at Rosary Hill, we
also have sung at parish and school
organizations, nursing homes, hos
pitals, the University of Buffalo, State
Teacher's college, and Amherst Com
munity church.
Our folk singing provokes a
variety of responses, from an enthusi
astic encore to a desperate hope that
we might still know a hymn!
We are grateful for these oppor
tunities to make new friends and to
broaden our views on life lived in
fraternal charity and community. We
hope we have given as much as we
have received.

Sisters M. Salvatore, Louise Marie, M. Pauline, Elizabeth Marie, M. Thaddeus, and M. Linus
are a joyful group of non-zeros who have been singing their way into Buffalo hearts for
many months. Under the leadership of Sister M. Linus, who composes many of the group's
songs, they have developed a repertoire of over 25 songs, lyrical folk tunes as well as
religious songs. All/are students at Rosary Hill. (Photo, courtesy Buffalo Evening News)
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There are no crash programs (that we
know of) to prepare the coming gen
eration for a cybernetic world in
which the computer will take over
many — some say most — of man
kind's accustomed tasks, and what's
more, do them better. What is to fill
the vacuum of the human being's lost
sense of worth and with what will he
while away the increasingly enforced
leisure hours?
If humanity is wise, believes one
still-busy Rosary Hill College senior, it
will turn wholeheartedly to the arts.
"Their enriching values," says Patricia
Fazzone, Student Senate's cultural co
ordinator, "should be an integral part
of every educational experience," and
most especially as preparation for
what may become, otherwise, a to
tally computerized existence.
"The arts must be experienced to
be appreciated," says Pat, who spent
months of gruelling effort and a size
able sum of money to pilot Rosary
Hill's second student-sponsored Week
of the Arts to completion. It was a
large and spectacular undertaking,
filled frequently with disappointments,
insufficient cooperation and uncertain
results.
It conflicted, often, with her busy
senior year of student teaching and
her high standard of academic effort.
It involved much preparation during
her summer vacation. In spite of set
backs, Pat thinks the week was im
portant and should be repeated —
annually.
Pat Fazzone is a thoughtful,
poised, soft-spoken and somewhat
shy young lady, who until this present
effort, never had undertaken "extrar

curricular" activities. This major un
dertaking required strong motivation.
"I believe that a liberal arts col
lege should stand for the total educa
tion of the person," she says, "one in
which the experience and apprecia
tion of art are going to become in
creasingly important. I wanted the
students to respond to such experi
ences and to be able to enjoy them
and to evaluate them afterward."
What is more, she thinks the most
complete experience comes "when
the entire college and the commun
ity can enjoy these cultural experi
ences together." It was important,
then, for the Week of the Arts to be
come a college-community adventure.
The idea developed in 1965 when
Student Senate decided that each of
the political, social, religious and
cultural clubs in the Student Associa
tion should have the opportunity to
present a program. The first studentsponsored Week of the Arts was the
result.
One problem, in forecasting this
year's program, was to find someone
willing and able to undertake the
burdensome responsibilities. Claudia
Kregg, out-going Student Association
president, was convinced that Pat
Fazzone was the person.
"If Claudia thought I could do
it," Pat admits, "I decided to try."
Buttressed by enthusiasm and a size
able budget, Pat set to work planning
a varied November week of artistic
offerings.
Between the summer day when
she signed up the Aviv Theater of
Dance and Song and the final un
raveling of contract problems and
negotiations in late October with the
National Shakespeare Company — on
the very eve of her publicity deadline
— she produced a program which
included also a French movie; Falstaffian Club's presentation of films
by the New York "Underground;" an
English faculty panel on "Much Ado
About Nothing;" a Music Concentra
tion recital, a lecture on Chinese cul

ture by Sister Aline; and an "Inside
Show" of student art works by the
Art Concentration.
Mary Ellen Greenwood designed
a handsome brochure and the pub
licity committee under chairmanship
of Joan Mancuso, went into action.
The week arrived and the pro
gram was artistically a success. Fi
nancially, and in terms of attendance,
cooperation, and other conflicts, the
week, Pat concluded, "could have
been more rewarding."
Although something more than
money should be considered in eval
uating a pioneering event, there was,
none-the-less, a deficit. Attendance at
some events was distressingly small.
Neither college nor community was
sufficiently involved. Pat feels that,
another year, there should be much
greater coordination in the planning
of all college and related programs
so that there will be less overlapping.
(An administration committee has
been appointed to do this job.)
She hopes that more of the
faculty will find ways to integrate into
their own programs, the purposes
and opportunities offered by the Arts
week. She hopes also that more
friends of the college will "get the
habit" of enjoying these cultural
advantages.
Such a habit, she suspects, may
best be started in childhood. Her own
appreciation of beauty came naturally
on the Scotia farm where she was
raised. Her Ukrainian mother and
Italian father both loved folk music
and dance and exposed her to the
study of ballet as well as to New
York cultural offerings. She took them
for granted then, but now realizes
how much they have become part
of her.
"Many students did not have this
much exposure to art forms," she has
found. "For that reason, it is all the
more important that they learn to ap
preciate them while in college." She
has found in her summer work with
deprived children that they respond

with enthusiasm to art experiences.
In May, Pat will receive her B.A.
degree in secondary education with a
major in English. She has been ac
cepted for graduate work at Wroxton
College, England, where she will con
centrate on Shakespearean studies
within a few miles of Stratford-onAvon. In the Fall, she will teach Eng
lish in Scotia and live in her accus
tomed, beautiful home surroundings.

"When the Week of the Arts finally came, each day was filled with activity for me. It seemed
as if I was needed everywhere at once. The most hectic day was November 76 when my
schedule included — meeting the performers of the National Shakespeare Company,
attending a reception with the performers, making final preparations at the theatre,
attending the performance, conversing with them after the program."

" After having received a brochure from Mr.
Ronald Bernstein, business manager with
the National Shakespeare Company, I con
tracted the company for a performance of
Much Ado About Nothing. How pleased I
was to find the repertory company avail
able for a performance of Shakespeare's
immortal comedy. For, to experience art,
one must experience Shakespeare."

"The Aviv Theatre of Dance and Song was
the first group I selected for the arts week.
Known for its program of vibrant, interna
tional dance and song, the Aviv Theatre
represented the artistic expression of
ethnic traditions which I felt should be
a part of the campus program."
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CONSTITUTIONAL CHANGES
PERMIT RE-ELECTIONS
Kathleen G. Kearns '57 has been re-elected
by the Board of the Alumnae Association
as president for a term of one year. Other
officers elected for a like term are Irene
McMahon Wortman '56, vice president;
Gretchen Frauenheim Rehak '62, secretary;
and Helen Habermehl Liebler '63 treasurer
(re-elected). The new officers will be in
stalled at the May Homecoming.
Reasons for the re-elections are dis
cussed in the following president's report:
A general meeting of the Rosary
Hill College Alumnae Association
was held on Tuesday, February 28,
in Duns Scotus. The purpose of this
meeting was twofold. First, to in
terpret to members the new direc
tion and program of the Association
and secondly, to vote on proposed
amendments to the by-laws of the
constitution.
The president of the Association ex
plained to the members that it was the
feeling of the Board that it should become
more of a directing and integrating agent
in the college community rather than just
a program planning group. Among many
goals to be focused upon in the coming
year are the following:
a) Continued organization of chap
ters throughout the country.
b) Constitutional committee to
allow for Chapter representation
on the Board and absentee bal
loting.
c) Investigating and sponsoring
areas of research — such as the
Human Dimensions Lectures
now in progress.
d) Involving alumnae groups (chap
ters, honor societies, etc. and
community groups) in sponsor
ing programs.
e) Cooperate with the Admissions
Office to recruit potential stu
dents.
In order to promote and continue the
above mentioned program two Constitu
tional amendments were presented to the
Alumnae Association. The first amendment
accepted by the Association was to change
the wording of "double slate", in regards
to election of Board members, to "single
slate". The second amendment approved,
was to allow present Board members to

succeed themselves in the same capacity.
Both of these proposals were presented
solely for the purpose of allowing as many
present Board members, who were willing
to remain in office, to continue to do so
for one year. It was felt that continuity at
this time of transition was imperative.
With the continued encouragement
of Sister M. Angela, the invaluable assis
tance of the director of alumnae relations,
Mrs. Rindge, and the support and partici
pation of alumnae members, the Board
feels confident that the projections for
the future will prove to be both exciting
and beneficial to the entire college com
munity.
Kathleen G. Kearns '57
President, Alumnae Association
ROSARY HILL ALUMNAE HEAD BOARD
Members of the Rosary Hill College Alum
nae Association have been actively parti
cipating in the relatively new Catholic
Pre-School Association. This is a lay pro
gram conducted by laity. A reporting pro
cedure to the Bishop has been established
through the CCD office.
During the past year a Board of Di
rectors has been established for the Buffalo
Diocesan Catholic Pre-School Association.
Dolores Attea Sapienza '53, is chair
man of the Association; Betty Martin
Slomka '58, treasurer and historian; Theresa
Attea Utz '56, publicity director.
A Spring workshop will be held at
St. Leo the Great in April.
CHAPTERS AND GROUPS ARE GROWING
Rosary Hill alumnae, gung-ho for getting
"involved," are clustering in such locali
ties as Buffalo, Rochester, Boston, New
York and Washington — with efforts under
way to contact each other elsewhere —
all for the sake of mutual self interest and
instruction as well as to further the cause
of Alma Mater.
All chapters and groups are eager to
know of uncontacted alumnae in their
areas. So make your presence known.
Boston Chapter
The Boston group celebrated its first birth
day at a gala dinner in the home of Pilar
Perez Burgess on November 21. Highlight
of the evening was the presentation by
Sister Marita, vice president of the college,
of the first charter for a full-fledged chap
ter of the Rosary Hill Alumnae Association.
Mrs. Jeanne Rindge, alumnae director,
assisted in the presentation.
The purposes of this small but very
active chapter may prove helpful to other
groups in process of forming:
"We are extremely pleased with
our official status as the Greater Boston
Chapter of the Rosary Hill College
Alumnae Association, for the following
reasons.

1. Direct line of contact with Alma
Mater
2. Recognition as ambassadors of
Rosary Hill College
3. Official sanction from the Col
lege to actively sing the praises
and spread the fame of Rosary
Hill College
Our objectives shall be the follow
ing:
1. To provide a continuing, stimu
lating and congenial meeting
place for Rosary Hill alumnae in
Greater Boston.
2. To encourage these alumnae to
strengthen their ties with the
college by furthering Rosary
Hill's reputation and interests in
New England.
3. To represent Rosary Hill at acad
emic functions at area colleges
and Universities; (when so re
quested by the administration)
4. To actively recruit and prepare
candidates for Rosary Hill at area
high schools.
5. To solicit individual contribu
tions to the annual alumnae fund
drive.
6. To function as a group whose
Franciscan out-look encourages
social, intellectual, and spiritual
advancement.
We wish to thank everyone who
helped us in achieving our priced
status."
The Boston girls already are active in
all these categories, including, also con
stant hospitality toward members of the
college faculty and administration who
may be in the Boston area. This consists of
entertainment in various homes, sightsee
ing, and taxi service where needed.
Sister Justa, chairman of the chemistry
concentration was entertained in February
and spoke informally at the chapter
meeting.
Buffalo Chapter
The Buffalo Chapter is now ending a pro
ductive and interesting year. Last October
the chapter had its membership sherry
party which was very well attended. In
November our speaker was Sister M.
Dorothy, S.S.J., whose topic was "Art and
the Elementary School Child to Grade 6."
The annual card party was held in Janu
ary. Charles M. Manzella, an investment
broker with Goodbody & Co., was our
February speaker. This meeting was open
to husbands and friends. In March we had
a general business meeting to vote on the
chapter constitution drawn up by the con
stitution committee. This hopefully will be
approved by the Alumnae Association
board and our charter granted. In April we
will have election of officers to be in
stalled at a luncheon late in May.
The Buffalo chapter was a co-sponsor
of the successful Puharich Lecture held
last December. We are also most inter-

ested in promoting the present lecture
series on Human Dimensions. In addition
to this, the Buffalo Chapter is actively par
ticipating in Homecoming Weekend by
providing the hospitality committee.
If there is anyone who is interested in
membership in the Buffalo Chapter and
has not been reached, please contact Zari
Manzella Dee '55.
Zari Manzella Dee '55, President
25 Klauder Rd.
Buffalo, N. Y. 14223
Rochester Chapter
Our gradually growing chapter is excited
over the promise of a charter to be given
to us by the Alumnae Association board
on March 16. Sister Angela and members
of the board have been invited to attend.
We also will hear Sister Marietta, Mission
Helpers of the Sacred Heart, speak of "The
Word of God in My Life."
At a February executive meeting, offi
cers for the coming year were elected:
president, Dorothy Gates Ziccarelli '58;
vice president, Noreen Kiggins Pitts, '63;
secretary, Mary Rita Hofner Quinn '60;
treasurer, Mary Ann Kelly Richardson '59;
publicity, Teresa Volpe '66.
In January, 20 couples enjoyed a wine
and cheese party with demonstrations.
This was planned for at our November
meeting. In October we were pleased to
have Sister Jeanne as our guest at a Com
munion breakfast.
We have been saving coupons and
hope to add to our treasury by turning
them in at the end of the year.
All alumnae in the Rochester area are
invited to a dinner (husbands also invited)
at the Town House on April 29. Our new
officers will be installed at that time.
Ann Rolling Burns '60, President
3156 E. Henrietta Rd., E. Henrietta, N. Y.
New York Croup
Ten New York area alumnae met at almost
moment's notice last November at the
home of Barbara Ziolo Connolly '61, in
New Rochelle, to meet Sister Marita, vice
president and academic dean and Mrs.
Jeanne Rindge, alumnae director, and also
to discuss the forming of a New York
chapter of the Alumnae Association.
Enthusiasm ran high and resulted in a
larger group gathering in February at the
New York home of Loretta Kogut '52.
Barbara Connolly was elected presidentpro-tem and Joanne Joseph Sperling '58,
secretary. New area chairmen are Kay
Murray '60, Manhattan; Eileen Robinson
McGrath '64, Brooklyn and Long Island;
Anne Mayer Magrino '53 and Joanne
Joseph Sperling '58, New Jersey.
After planning a constitutional meet
ing for April 16, Jeanne O'Grady Ryan '63
discussed "The Values of Natural Child
birth." An exciting Chinesentaffle provided
surprise gifts and gave the organization an
initial treasury of $10.60.

A strong Rosary Hill Alumnae chapter
in this area is fully expected.

coming events. The Canisius Glee Club
and ROTC Band will perform.

Joanne Joseph Sperling '58
305 Riverside Dr.
New York, N. Y. 10025

THE FIRST ALUMNAE TOUR
Newest addition to alumnae fun is the
projected European tour (details on the
back cover) This exciting and low-cost
opporutnity to join with classmates and
friends will feature the great spiritual
healing shrine at Lourdes as well as a visit
to the Franciscan Mother House on beau
tiful and historic Nonnenwerth Island be
low Roland's legendary castle on the
Rhine. Start planning now.

Washington Croup
There was much enthusiasm demonstrated
at our first meeting on January 29.
Seven girls attended: Johanne Taggert
Messore '58, Kathleen McCarthy '60, Sue
Weglikowski Fox '62, Brigid Shea '64,
Mary Ann Truby '65, Veronica Falcone '65
and myself.
Sue was a very gracious hostess, and
all of us were very happy to welcome
Sister Marita and Sister DeSales to our
meeting. They gave us all the news from
the college, and made us all realize how
much Rosary Hill has changed since our
respective graduations. All the girls were
very happy to get together, and are eager
to form a Washington chapter. We plan
to have our organizational meeting March
5th at my house.
We told Sister DeSales that we would
be glad to help her office in any way we
could, contacting prospective students,
answering their questions, etc. I hope
there is something we can do in this field.
We plan to arrange some future activ
ities of interest to all, as well as to write
our own constitution.
Madonna Smith Chernesky '64
13209 Ovalstone Lane
Bowie, Md. 20715
TRADITIONAL EVENTS
Christmas Party. The annual Christmas
party was a smoothly functioning — albeit
exuberant — event under the direction of
Gretchen Frauenheim Rehak and Gail
Maurer Altman. The mercury-fingered ma
gician mystified children and adults alike,
the refreshments vanished and were re
plenished, also magically, and Santa (alias
Dennis S. Griffin) — resplendent in his
own, isolated igloo — became the main
attraction.
Lenten Mass. The Lenten Mass, arranged
by Helen Pacini Rossetti, was concelebrated on March 3 with Father Yeager and
visiting priests with a coffee hour, follow
ing, for alumnae and friends.
HOMECOMING
Plans for Homecoming, W OULD YOU
BELIEVE, have been maturing since late
Fall, and, you CAN believe, will be the
most successful yet. For further details
consult the inside, back cover. Eileen
Burke Hogenkamp, Joyce Fink and a com
petent committee are in charge.
BLESSING THE NEW WING
The new Duns Scotus Wing will be blessed
at ceremonies and reception starting at
3:00 p.m. on May 14, climaxing the Home

OFF TO A FAST START
Alumnae are lucky to have Ed and Marie
Gueth at the "Human Dimensions" helm.
This fledgling investigation of human cap
acities is off to a fast start — thanks not
only to the Alumnae Board, but also to
the courage and enthusiasm — as well as
the fast foot-work of Marie and Ed.
Chairing meetings, greeting speakers,
arranging dinners, writing letters, putting
up signs — and remembering to turn off
the loud speaker are only a few of the new
duties. How these are incorporated into
a busy home life (five small children) and
a demanding profession (Ed is assistant
secretary and general counsel for the
Western Division, Niagara Mohawk Power
Corporation), and an already remarkable
schedule of civic duties (including presi
dency of Rosary Hill's chapter of Lambda
Tau medical technofogy honorary society
for Marie, and endless tasks as a Rosary
Hill Advisory Board member for Ed) is an
unresolved mystery.
They manage! They also have the help
of a busy and enthusiastic committee of
alumnae, faculty, honorary society mem
bers and members of the community in
cluding Alumnae Association president,
Kay Kearns, Delta Epsilon Sigma scholastic
honorary president, Jean Arns Cuddy;
Buffalo Chapter Alumnae Association
president, Zari Dee and husband Ed;
Sister Justa, O.S.F., Ph.D., chemistry con
centration chairman; J. Edward Cuddy,
Ph.D., history concentration; Dr. and Mrs.
Thomas Guttuso, Mr. & Mrs. William Milliken, Dolores Attea Sapienza, and Fred
H. Rindge (appointed treasurer). Mrs.
Jeanne Rindge is anchor man in the alum
nae office. Sister Justa has accepted chair
manship of the research committee, and
Dr. Cuddy of the educational committee.
Other committees will be appointed as
needed.
Sister Angela, Rosary Hill president,
and the administration have indicated
sufficient confidence in the new program
to offer a small "nest egg" and the college
blessing to get the new program started.
The Gueths would be pleased to hear
from any members of the college family
or the community who have suggestions
about the future course of Human Dimen
sions or who wish to volunteer their ser
vices.
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Mary Claire Ansteth '65 (now Mrs. fames
Joyce) discusses Rosary Hill College with
a Western New York guidance counsellor.

Back in 1963 when the administration of Rosary Hill College decided that student
enrollment should climb to 1500 by 1970, the position of admissions counselor
was created. Besides admitting students to the College, the Office of Admissions
informs high school principals, counselors, and students about the program of
studies offered at Rosary Hill. In the early days of the College, the director of
admissions visited area schools and was assisted on a part time basis by a college
staff member, usually from the alumnae office or from public relations. Since
each of these areas is now a full time job, and since "college nights," have in
creased and multiplied, a graduate of the Class of '63, J. Karen Ryan, was selected
as the first admissions counselor to assist the director of admissions.
By car and plane, Karen Ryan travelled through many states including New
York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. In her hands the position grew and in 1965,
when she left the College, two Admissions Counselors continued and extended
the scope of the position. They were Mary Claire Ansteth '65 (now Mrs. James
Joyce) and Jean E. Miano '63.
An alumna who becomes an admissions counselor has a head start on the
position. She must, of course, learn about current admission standards, how to
interpret transcripts and test results, principles of high school and college rela
tions, and information on college curriculum and financial aid. But she already
knows the background of Rosary Hill, and what is more important, she has a
"feel" for the spirit of the College. As she travels making school visits, the
counselor is pleased when qualified students decide to apply for admission, but
it is after the student is accepted that she begins the next important phase of her
profession, that of counseling. During the personal interview the counselor can
answer the applicant's questions on selection of concentration and financing
private education. It is a physical and often a financial impossibility for many out
of town students to travel to Buffalo for an interview.
It is an admissions officer's dream that soon, interested and informed alumnae
will supplement the work of the counselor. For example, if a student from Maine
or Maryland finds it difficult to arrange a trip to Buffalo, but is desirous of more
detailed, personal information about College, the admissions counselor would
like to contact an alumna living near the student. The alumna would speak with
the applicant and provide the needed Mason with the admissions office. It is hoped
too, that alumnae will bring to the attention of the admissions counselor names
and addresses of qualified, talented high school students with whom she may
be acquainted.
As the recruitment trail extends — and this year it has covered all the New
England States as well as New York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, Virginia, Maryland,
Michigan, and Chicago, Illinois — a more active role among alumnae is foreseen.
This cooperative effort to assist the admission staff might also include teas for
students planning to attend the College.
As enrollment grows and the size of graduating classes increase, the responsi
bility the College has a greater responsibility to strengthen itself academically
and enrich itself culturally. Students do not become educated by simply attending
college lectures, but by associating with people — students and faculty — of
different background and points of view. By drawing together students of varying
geographical background, the admissions counselors contribute to the enrichment
of what Rosary Hill can offer its students. The admissions staff alone cannot
accomplish this without the assistance of interested alumnae who can help carry
the name of Rosary Hill to the far corners of the land.
by Sister M. DeSales, O.S.F. '59
Director of Admissions

BIRTHS: Evelyn Quinlivan O'Connor — a
daughter.
SYMPATHY: to Patricia Cannon Brennan:
Father Howard T. Gannon.
NEWS: It was a most pleasant affair when
sixteen alumnae members of the class of
'52 enjoyed a Class Reunion Dinner,
arranged by Joyce Fink and Joan Leonard
Harasty on October 13th in the faculty
dining room of Rosary Hill College. Faculty
who taught the '52 class were present as
well; and they include Sister M. Gonzaga,
Sister M. Georgia, Sister Innocentia and
Sister Jeanne. Sister M. Timothy and Sister
M. Andre of the 1948 freshman class, who
are currently teaching in Western New
York, were also present.
Sister Miriam who unfortunately could
not be present, sent a lovely note of re
membrance, which Joyce Fink read to the
group, as well as letters sent by other
absent out-of-town alumnae.
Following the dinner, the aims of the
1966-67 Alumnae Fund Drive were ex
plained by class chairman, Joyce Fink.
Pledges totaling $411.00 were forwarded
to the Fund Office after that evenings
solicitations.
Lucy Della Penta Monaco is substitu
ting in the Lackawanna school system. She
completed her graduate work for perma
nent certification in teaching music in the
public school in January, 1964. Lucy's
three children are: Michael, 9 years, who
is an altar boy and little leaguer; Carmel
Mary, 7 years, who is an avid artist and
attends art classes at the Albright-Knox Art
Gallery; Mario Jr., 19 months, who is just
playful with their German shepherd dog
"Smoky."
Congratulations to Janet Cannon
Mead and her husband, Dick, as Richard
A. Mead became president of the D. J.
Mead & Sons Inc., while Janet became
vice-president of the Home-School Asso
ciation of St. Mary on the Lake School.
Dick is an active member of the Associa
tion. The Meads are also interested in the
Little League and Scouting. The five chil
dren are: Patricia, 11, who is in Girl
Scouts; Sharon, 10, who is also in Girl
Scouts; Timothy, 8, who is,in Cub Scouts;
Kathleen, 7,' who is in Brownies; Donald,
5, who is in Kindergarten.

Another active wife and mother is
Anne Wick Strosser who sends us fond
regards from Philadelphia together with
a heartwarming letter to her classmates.
Anne has been painting, sewing, and com
posing poetry in her free time. She is a
member of the Faculty Wives Club of La
Salle College and has written a gossip
column and occasional poems in the
Faculty Wives News. Her husband, Richard
Strosser, is an associate professor at LaSalle
College. Richard was granted his sab
batical, which allows him to go to Catholic
University to complete his docorate in
philosophy.
The six Strosser children are: Michael,
9, Mark, 8, both excellent students who
also enjoy baseball; Annina Marie, 7, en
joys swimming; "Duke", 5%, who likes
cowboys and secret agents;. Andrew, 4,
who likes cowboys and Indians; Joey, 2,
who likes everything.
Jean DePlato Tzetzo and husband,
Constantine, had an opportunity to fly
back, revisit and reminisce on our honey
moon island of Bermuda after ten years of
marriage. It was a very brief but significant
visit for us. The three Tzetzo children are:
Gregory, 9, who is a little leaguer and Cub
Scout and is taking his second year of
private piano instruction; Jeffrey, 7, who is
attending art classes at Albright Knox Art
Gallery for his second year; Hillary, 5, who
likes kindergarten, and is fond of balls,
Bozo and trading cards.
Rita Gradwohl Sweeney's husband,
Christopher Sweeney, has been promoted
to the Grant Co. store in Shamokin Dam,
Pennsylvania. Although Rita has recently
moved into a new city, she has been
made chairman of the literature commit
tee for St. Michael's Parent Teacher Club.
Her position should prove challenging and
interesting. She lives near both Bucknell
and Susquehanna Universities and hopes
to enjoy concerts quite often as they both
present artist series.
The six children of the Sweeneys are:
Christopher, who is a Cub Scout and takes
piano lessons; Sharon and Eileen, both
Girl Scouts who take piano lessons; Shiela
and Timothy who just enjoy each other's
company.
Patricia Gannon Brennan is now do
ing substitute teaching on the elementary
level in the Tonawanda suburbs.
It was grand to receive a letter from
Loretta Kogut in New York City. She
teaches voice instruction, privately, and in
the New York City school system. She was
expecting to give a Town Hall program,
and, perhaps, an opera in Connecticut.
Loretta was proud of the fact that she had
sung a Virgil Thomson Mass accompanied
by tom tom, cymbals and snare drum.
Joyce Fink will be listed in the "Na
tional Social Directory 1967" and Volume
III of the Dictionary of International Biog
raphy." We are very proud of you, Joyce,
and grateful for the part you have played
in the progress of Rosary Hill College.

Joyce served as the chairman of the 1967
America College Public Relations Associa
tion— Middle Atlantic District Conference
to be held at the Buffalo Statler Hilton,
January 24th thru 26th.
Joan Leonard Harasty paid a visit to
our classmate, Sister Rose of St. Mary, at
the Monastery of Our Lady of the Rosary.
Joan said that Sister Rose prays for each
of us and sends her love to us. She wishes
to see us and informs us that the next
time she may be seen will be next May.
We would enjoy and be gratified seeing
her as well.
Reporter:
Dolores Attea Sapienza
72 W. Royal Pkwy. 14221
BIRTHS: Marilyn Jacobi Hess — a son,
Robert Michael, Nov. 10, 1966; Dolores
Attea Sapienza — a daughter, Suzanne
Marie, September 18, 1966.
NEWS: Suzanne Cannon Birmingham's
husband, Dick, has been made a full part
ner in the Law Firm of Phillips, Lytle,
Yorkey, Letchworth, Hitchcock & Blaine.
Congratulations, Dick! Both daughters at
tend Montessori at Nardin Academy. Son,
Greg, has been enrolled.
Pat Crowley Hoodmaker is teaching
5th grade English full time at St. Francis.
Gert Hoar Dittmar, finally, after 7 chil
dren, has resorted to taking sewing lessons!
Pat Mahoney, now living in Clayton,
Missouri, writes that during this past sum
mer she received a grant to develop a
curriculum program for deaf children in
the special school district of St. Louis
County. Pat is doing post graduate work
at Washington University. She is a mem
ber of the Bach Festival Chorus which
sings with the St. Louis Symphony twice
a year. Along with voice she is taking
guitar lessons.
Joan O'Donnell Floss has a daughter,
Mary Jo, who is now attending her 2nd
year at Montessori.
Dolores Ryan Stack received an elec
tric player piano as a gift from her hus
band, Matthew. She informs us that it
would be an added feature for future
parties which will be held in their recently
completed recreation room. When's the
party, Dolores?
Take notice this winter at Glenwood
— a family chicly dressed will be the
Magiotto's.
Charlene Sparcino Sansome and family
are taking to the hills. Husband, John,
owner of Fair Play Sporting Center, Aurora
Village Plaza, will do the outfitting.
Mary Stager Wilson will be moving
shortly to a 4 bedroom, 3 bathroom, two
story colonial in the Town of Tonawanda.
Mary Vagnini Farrari writes that her
husband, Anthony, accepted a new posi
tion with 3 M which necessitated a move
from Toledo, Ohio, to St. Paul, Minn.
Mary is active in Brownies and Scouts. She
intends to do graduate work in music at
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the Univ. of Minnesota. Mary sings in her
parish choir and is a member of the Altar
and Rosary Society and the League of
Woman Voters. The Ferrari's have 3 girls,
10, 6 Zi, and 2 yrs. The children enjoy
reading and are taking swimming lessons
at C. Y. C.
Janet Weaver Robinson is active in
3 PTA groups. She is also a member of the
Albright Fine Arts Committee. Janet has
4 children: Son, Mark, age 12, is in the
honors group at the Hamburg Junior High;
Cheryl, 11, sings in the "Pleasantaires"— a
group from school which performs locally,
and takes oil painting; Diane, 7, recently
started piano lessons. Son, Douglas, 4, is
home keeping "mommy" busy. The chil
dren are taking ski lessons at Glenwood
this Winter. Husband, John, is a member
of the Nuclear Advisory Board of the Buf
falo Chamber of Commerce. He recently
spoke at "The Holiday Inn" to a special
committee of the Chamber of Commerce
re: "Industrial Development on the Niag
ara Frontier".
Mary Jane Flanigen Cook who has
been assisting with the compilation of
class news, and I have decided that another
class reunion would be fun: — The Date,
Feb. 21, 1967.
Reporter:
Marjorie DesJardins Ulrich
194 Wardman Rd., 14217
BIRTHS: Joan Attea Deinhart — a son,
Mark Joseph, October 12, 1966; Joanne
Naber McDonnell — adopted a daughter,
Katey in November, 1966; Karen Nielsen
Curry — a son, Christopher, December
28,1966.
NEWS: DeSa/es McKenna Kellick and her
husband are very active C. F. M. members.
John started the migrant workers project
in Albion, N. Y. last summer which was a
most worthwhile endeavor. DeSales spent
several days each week teaching arts and
crafts to children of the migrant farmers.
Volunteers from other C. F. M. groups
collected clothing, furniture, toys, in fact
anything usable to be sent to recondition
an old barn as a center for the children.
Maureen Castine Chandler reports
that they have been drafted under "special
call # 3 9 — physicians" and expect to be
inducted between January and March for
two years. Awaiting assignment is a bit
nerve wracking.
Pam Neville Jones taught under-priviledged children in the Poverty Program
during the past year. She and her husband
and five children are in the process of re
turning to the Buffalo-Lewiston area after
being away for seven years. Be sure to let
us know when you are settled!
Mary Lou Awald Sulecki toured Europe
for 22 days this past summer. She found it
perfectly enchanting.
Maureen Canney found herself
stranded by the air strike in Seattle last

summer after having flown to Alaska,
touring some and returning to Washing
ton. Undaunted, and determined to get
home on schedule she rented a car and
drove!
Patricia Corcoran Schmidt writes that
she and her family thoroughly enjoy living
in New Jersey, not far from Newark. Ber
keley Heights is composed almost entirely
of professional people of varied back
grounds, interests and talents. Because
most of the neighbors are away from their
respective hometowns they are particu
larly friendly and outgoing. Pat is a busy
Den Mother, a member of A.A.U.W. in
Berkeley Heights, and is presently teach
ing a third year high school elective class
"The Concept of God vs. Modern Literary
Expression."
Reporter:
Mimi Bermingham Donovan
4235 Connection Dr., 14221
WEDDINGS: Janet Robinson to Dr. Mario
Feliberty, June 4,1966.
BIRTHS: Ann Marie Littlefield Quinlivan—
a son, Timothy John, August 3, 1966;
Evelyn Cappellini McDonald— a daughter,
Maureen, October 11,1966; Barbara Biondolillo Guttuso — a son Thomas J., Janu
ary 6, 1967.
NEWS: In case you haven't noticed that
ageing face in the mirror these days, this
is our Homecoming Reunion year — ten
years (where did they go?) since we ended
our student life. Eight class members are
in as close touch with each other now as
they were then — the Couples Club, with
Barbara Biondolillo Guttuso, Sue Moore
Martin, Evelyn Cappellini McDonald,
Sylvia Glenski Szumigala, Eileen Reagan
Kirchgraber, Mary Lou Orlando Riso,
Kathy Caruana Saia and Ann Young Golonka. Out-of-towners like Anajean Zurek
Hauber visit the group whenever they're
in town. A. J. impresses the Fullerton
(Calif.) branch of the A.A.U.W. with Rosary
Hill College's informative mailings. She's
discussion leader for the Couples Groups
section and an elected officer in her parish
Ladies Guild. Her recent vacation here in
cluded a busy tour of central New York.
Betty Liotti is home again, teaching
on Grand Island in the junior high there
— she'll be our class chairman for the
Reunioh in May.
Eileen Reagan Kirchgraber and hus
band, Dick, are vice-president couple in
St. Paul's C.F.M. They represented their
parish at the Area LV convention in Erie,
Pa., in late August. Both are active in
alumnae and alumni affairs, and Dick is a
member of the Board of Consultors for St.
Paul's Holy Name Society. Eileen is an
active member of the Homemakers Dis
cussion Group, sponsored by the Buffalo
Professional Sodality, and concerned with
current books of real social interest.
Sue Moore Martin and her husband,

Don, are parish chairmen of St. Edmund's
C.F.M. as well as working hard to help
establish this new parish. Sue is a leader
in the Bishop's Committee Discussion
Program, and vice-chairman of the Com
munity Home Demonstration Unit.
Mary Ellen Evans McCarthy's hus
band, Tom, headed the notably successful
parishioners' and friends' dinner for Msgr.
Leo A. Toomey's Golden Jubilee Celebra
tion at the Hotel Statler Hilton in Decem
ber. All this with Mary Ellen still active in
the Mercy League and P.T.A.
Marion Cannon Chunco's new address
means more than you'd think — she and
the children have joined Ron on Okinawa.
Her Christmas card came in Japanese so
no further details are available.
Eileen Cuddihy Muth doesn't stick
close to home, either — husband, John, is
a doctor in the Public Health Service, now
at Tuba City, Ariz., working with Navajo
Indians. She looks out the window at the
Painted Desert, and picnics with her five
boys in Yellowstone Park. As a volunteer
in the pediatrics clinic, Eileen works with
a little known, grim, disgraceful problem
in this land of plenty — Navajo children
with malnutrition.
Mary Ann Kennedy O'Connell's hus
band, Neil, is now Chief of Medicine at
Sisters Hospital.
Janet RobinSon Feliberty's husband,
Dr. Mario, is a lieutenant in the Navy Dis
pensary in Washington, D.C.
Martha Jane Buchheit Desmond is a
Confraternity of Christian Doctrine in
structor in her parish in Eden. In Decem
ber, she and Ryan helped celebrate the
birthday of her father-in-law, the Hon.
Charles S. Desmond.
Mary Jane Sullivan Kelley with Don
and the girls visited friends in Calgary,
Alberta, in the lovely Canadian Rockies.
They attended the Calgary stampede —
all very impressive, according to Mary
Jane who returned to begin her fifth year
with the Campfire Girls. Also on family
vacations in Canada (but closer to home!)
were Ann Marie Littlefield Quinlivan at
Windmill Point, Ann Marie Evers Warner
at Wasaga Beach and Mimi Bermingham
Donovan at Thunder Bay.
Sister M. Evelyn Frank, O.S.F. spent
the summer at Boston College, swimming
and eating steamed clams— and incidently
working on an M. A. in Math. She's now
vice-principal of DeSales High School in
Columbus. And if there's a prize for the
most children, she's got it — Sister claims
1,100 — all very active! Her three goldfish,
by the way, are named Tick, Tack and Toe.
Kay Kearns returned from her vacation
on the Jersey Shore to become chairman
of the Political Activities Committee of
the Southside Women's Democratic Club.
N.B. Once again she's asking for volun
teers to tutor unwed mothers in any sub
ject at Our Lady of Victory Infant Home.
It's essential for these girls to continue
their education if they are to lead normal

lives again. Call Kay or Mr. Frederick at
824-4700.
Reporter:
Delia McKenna McAuliffe
67 Westminister St., 14215
Mary Rogers Wagner, always wellorganized, is maintaining her status quo
beautifully. Not only does she manage a
home and three children, but also a full
time job as the head of the business de
partment at Western Reserve High School,
in Canfield, Ohio, where she and Woody
reside. Mary's husband was very ill, and
Mary did some substitute teaching during
this time. His recovery is complete and
Mary accepted the offer for a full-time
position, so, happily, "everything's com
ing up roses" at the Wagner household.
It's been eons since we heard any
thing from or about Sue Raiff Sharpe. Her
Detroit address follows. Sue wrote a wel
come note telling about her four boys,
one girl, and an interesting summer dur
ing which they collected one puppy, one
tent and had one short vacation which
was ended by one tonsillectomy.
Did you know that Elaine Navagh
Farrington is co-chairman and teacher for
the newly started pre-school Sunday
school at St. John's in Kenmore? As the
mother of three pre-schoolers herself,
Elaine is a well-practiced "natural" for
such a responsible position.
Another mother of three pre-schoolers,
Joan Donoghue Hoebbel is (1.) going to
school to attain permanent certification,
(2.) teaching three classes at Starpoint
Central School, and (3.) settling fights be
tween three kittens, a cat and the family's
German shepherd. (Does it all make you
feel a little lax and lazy, too??)
Maureen Corcoran Dikeman, mother
of two, lives in Medina, Ohio, and it
sounds like a Utopian community. Only
8,000 people populate the pretty town
and the Dikemans enjoy summer hours
on the public square listening to band
concerts or attending ice-cream socials.
Mimi Kendall Guillari has two darling
little girls, and is working as medical sec
retary to a patholigist at Mt. St. Mary's
Hospital in Lewiston. Mimi has renewed
a childhood love lately by resuming study
of classical piano. At home she has an
interesting little kitty who treats a fluffy
rug with great deference. It must be her
"mommy" substitute, Mimi.
Other news received I'll hold for next
issue in hopes of avoiding a "feast or
famine" effect. Would the rest of you drop
me a short note about yourselves so this
column will stay alive?
ADDRESSES: Mary Frances Rogers Wagner
(Mrs. Warren), 29 Westhill Dr. RD # 1 ,
Canfield, Ohio 4406; Suzanne Raiff Sharpe
(Mrs. Charles) 20656 Kingsville Detroit,
Michigan 43236; Maureen Corcoran Dikeman (Mrs. Fred) 925 Damon Drive, Medina,
Ohio 44256.

Reporter:
Patricia Albino McCormick
128 Midland Ave., 14223
BIRTHS: Gertrude Mamrod Wagner — adaughter, Kristin Ann, September 9,1966;
Carol Ralicki Otoka — a son, John Edward,
November 4, 1966; Joan Sammarco Mar
shall— a son, Anthony Michael, August
19,1966.
NEWS: Jean Arns Cuddy and her husband,
Ed, were chaircouple for a pre-cana panel.
Mary Croak MacManus and family took a
trip to Cape Cod last summer. Mary is a
volunteer worker at a Day Care Center for
the mentally handicapped. She was also
hospitality chairman for the Utica New
comers Group. Tom has a new job in
General Electric Company as product
planner. Mary lives outside of Utica. She
describes it as very beautiful, surrounded
by valleys, hills and fertile farm land. Due
to many large companies the area draws
many transients. There are also fine cul
tural programs as well as resort areas.
Francesca Cappette Vallone and hus
band, Lewis, took a trip to Europe for the
month of July. They visited Germany,
Austria, Switzerland and Italy. Lewis is
president of the Black friars Theater Group
(local theatrical group) and Fran works
backstage. Lewis is an assistant district
attorney, and they reside at 127 Saratoga
Ave., Rochester, N. Y.
Maureen Fennie Collura has bought a
home at 701 Auburn, which she is busy
decorating. Maureen is also active in her
parish Bishop Committee and Nardin's
Mothers Council. She is also building a
clavichord. Her son, Anthony, is in his
third year at Nardin Academy in the Montessori program.
Judy Glynn Wesley and husband,
Joseph, felt the most challenging and in
teresting work they have done thus far
was working on a secular compass com
munity last year, as Extension Lay Volun
teers in Missouri. It is a great challenge
for the Christian student and educator.
Barbara Hubbard Latturner and hus
band, George, returned from Germany
last April. Their first baby was born in
Buffalo, before moving to Fort Knox,
Kentucky. Her husband was promoted to
a major, and will be going to Viet Nam in
June, 1967. All her neighbors are in the
same business — the Army. It is always
changing — new people moving in, friends
being transfered. You have to show your
I.D. card to get into the commissary and
P.X. to shop. Everyone speaks a new
language, all initials. The post has a high
school, 2 junior high schools, 2 elementary
schools. It also has 15 chapels, swimming
pools, 2 golf courses. It is a very social
place with teas, coffees, and parties. Mili
tary life is really a vocation, so unlike
civilian life and she enjoys it. Barbara is
returning to Buffalo while George is in
Viet Nam for 12 months.
Michelle Jasinski Marinello, and hus

band, James, lived aboard their yacht the
"Chellemar" in Canada and here. It is a
Chris Craft cabin cruiser. Michelle is in
research at Children's Hospital for pedia
trics and human genetics. She is beginning
pre-doctoral program at U.B. and Roswell
Park Institute this fall for Ph.D. in micro
biology and genetics. Her husband, James,
has a franchise for physicians Planning
Service for Western N. Y. area (insurance
for residents and interns).
Sister M. Edwardine Machnica, C.S.S.F.
brought C. C. D. in Boonville, N. Y. She
resides at 25 Mansion St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Anne McGarry Hanzel and husband,
Keith, made a couples retreat one week
end, studying Vatican II documents last
summer. They also spent a weekend in
International Falls, Minnesota (northern
most city in U.S. outside of Alaska) fishing
for walleyes. She is currently active in
William Mitchell College of Law (St. Paul
Minn.) law-wives and Moat-Court chair
man for 1966-67. Keith is a second year
law student. Micky's oldest daughter, Mary
Beth age three, is very interested in her
art classes at the new St. Paul Arts and
Science Center. The Hanzels are active in
politics. They were helping the campaign
for governor, and are active in the D.F.L.
party.
Mary Lou Mulhern Trombly and hus
band, John, vacationed in Chicago and
New York City this fall. Mary Lou is exam
inations editor for N.Y. State Education
Department. Her husband was recently
promoted to assistant director of training
for the State Health Dept, in Albany. Mary
Lou writes about Albany, "As a Capital
City, Albany is awash in both history and
current politics. The South Hall is pro
posed as the solution to everyones' prob
lems, but a corrupt and antiquated city
government machine continues to strangle
progress." Mary Lou is interested in start
ing a local chapter of the Alumnae Associ
ation in the Capital District. Please contact
her at 485 Livingston Ave. Apt 2B, Albany,
N. Y.
Estelle Palmer Young assisted the Mus
cular Dystrophy Association with their
summer camp in the Adirondacks for
patients last summer. The Youngs are
getting settled in their new home at pres
ent. Estelle is volunteering her help for the
underprivileged.
Barbara Piteo is receiving homemade
spaghetti sauce in jars as a Christmas pres
ent from her Aunt in Buffalo, (via Buffalo
Evening News.)
Joan Sammarco Marshall's husband,
Donald, is studing for his Masters degree
which will be completed this year. He is
then planning to study for his Ph.D. in
English to teach in college.
Reporter:
Mary Joanne Cosgrove Basil
25 Meriden St., 14220
BIRTHS: Marilyn Mercer Collins — a
daughter, Sheila Anne, July 23, 1966; Bar-

bara Baumgartner Domin — a son, Jeffery
James, October 1, 1966; Barbara Bruso
Potter — a daughter, Barbara Jean, June 17,
1966; Joy Lembic Thrun — a son, David
Paul, September 29, 1966; Marsha Wolf
Szymanski — a daughter, Nola Frances,
August 12, 1966.
NEWS: Valerie Bast Guenther is living in
Birmingham, Michigan. Both Valerie and
her husband, Paul, are in the teaching
profession, Valerie teaches in high school
and Paul in college.
Barbara Bruso Potter is kept busy by
the motherly chores that two small chil
dren require. Steven Alexander is 17
months and Barbara Jean is 6 months. The
Potters are residents of Juneau, Alaska.
How many of us can look out of our win
dow and see mountains and glaciers sur
rounding us? Barbara also informs us that
whales, porpoises, sea lions etc. are very
common in their community. Barbara's
husband, Bill, teaches American history
and economics on a High School level
and received his M.S. in education last
year.
Jane Burke Riga has a daughter, Kath
leen Marie, age 1 year. She also is very
active in Gamma Epsilon chapter of Delta
Epsilon Sigma. Jane's husband, Frank, is a
senior caseworker for the Erie County
Dept, of Social Welfare. He received a
scholarship from the county for a second
year. This will enable him to complete re
quirements for a Master's degree in social
work to be obtained in May, 1967. This
scholarship includes full pay plus tuition.
Frank is attending the University of Buffalo
School of Social Welfare.
Mary Kathleen Carney attended Har
vard University Summer School, taking a
course in 19th century political philoso
phy. Casey has an unusual pet, namely,
her car.
Regina Detlefson Joyce and husband,
Ron, recently purchased a new home.
Regina is a biologist at Roswell Park Mem
orial Institute. Ron is an analytical chemist
at the Food and Drug Administration. He
is presently working towards a Master's
degree in Business Administration.
Marcia Hunevan Hunt and husband,
Herbert, along with their son, Craig, age 3,
spent a delightful summer in Thunder Bay.
Marsha informs us that they have become
property owners here and plan to build a
home. Marcia is working at Roswell Park
Memorial Institute and is taking a course
in child psychology at University of Buf
falo. Her husband, Herbert, is employed
by Sperry-Rand.
Joyce Jankowski Kirst is kept busy by
her two daughters, Ann, who is 3, and
Laura, who will be 2 shortly. Joyce's hus
band, Bruce, has a B.S.M. in mechanical
engineering from General Motors Institute.
He is presently working at the Chevrolet
Plant in Tonawanda, in the quality con
trol dept.

Joy Lembic Thrun is the mother of
two boys, Scott, age 2, and David Paul,
age 3 months. She finds the time to partic
ipate in the Bishop's Committee and also
to beautify the outside of their new home.
Joy's husband, Leonard, is a stockbroker
with Shields and Co. He spent six months,
in training for this job, on Wall Street.
Sister M. Margaret, O.S.F. is living in
Redwood City, California. This past sum
mer she participated as a speaker in the
first week of a three-week workshop offer
ed for local superiors of the Los Angeles
diocese.
Rosemary Ostrowski is seeing some
of the beautiful places in America. Pres
ently she is teaching school in San Fran
cisco.
Barbara Pietraszek Gullo's husband,
Carmen, and their three children are res
idents of Fountain Valley California. In
her "spare time", Barbara is studying
Spanish.
Charleen Sliger has got us all a
little envious. She is teaching school in
Hawaii. How's that for a position?
Marsha Wolf Szymanski had quite an
eventful summer and fall. She moved into
a new home and also had a new baby girl.
Marsha and Norbert have two other
daughters, Julie, age 2 and Susan, age 1.
Norbert is the assistant manager of the
new West Seneca Branch of the Western
Savings Bank.
Barbara Ziola Connolly and husband,
Harold, live in New Rochelle, New York.
They have a daughter, Keara Corinne, age
18 months. Barbara is an economics pro
fessor at Iona College and is reading for
comprehensive exams for Ph.D. in econ
omics at Fordham University. Her husband
is reading for comprehensive exams for
Ph.D. in history at N.Y.U. Barbara writes
that they are 30 minutes from New York
City and therefore enjoy the luxury of a
beautiful home, much space as well as the
benefits of one of the most exciting cities
in the world.
Reporter :
Judy Kelly Manzella
45 Beard Ave. 14214
ENGAGEMENTS: Ginger Ward to Michael
McNamara; Martha Shalala to Robert
Paske.
WEDDINGS: Judy Carr to Thomas R.
Beecher, November 12, 1966.
BIRTHS: Paula Kirchmyer Czubaj — a son,
Norman Walter, December 15,1966; Janet
Lukasik LeVan — a daughter, Allison Fran
ces, November 13, 1966; Pamela Ryan
Jacobs — a son, Christopher Louis, No
vember 28, 1966; Gail Williamson Crooks
— a daughter, Karen, January 31, 1966;
Michele Green Di Christina — a daughter,
Gioia Maria, January 4, 1966; Adele Gagliardi Napierala — a daughter, Natalie,
May 1966; Pat Ebert Dann — a son,
Richard Jay, June 1966; Mary Foran Rear
don — a son, Robert, June 14, 1966;

Marilynn Kirsch Houston — a son, Sean
David, July 26, 1966; JoAnn Kowalski
Grzechowiak— a daughter, Suzanne Marie,
January 16,1966; Theresa Mazzarini Marinaro — a daughter, Christine, February 15,
1966; Judy Creagh Loomis— a daughter,
Tracy Ann, April 30, 1966; Susan Rich
Landwehrle — a daughter, Laura Ann, No
vember 29, 1966; Joan Gordon Dell — a
son, Paul Gordon, December 30, 1966.
ADOPTIONS: Nancy Idaberman Gacioch
— a son, David William, August 31, 1966.
NEWS: Would you believe — that we
graduated from Rosary Hill five years ago
this coming May? And that we are plan
ning a reunion on Homecoming Weekend
(May 12,13,14)? Every class will be having
a reunion, but we are the only ones
having a fifth year reunion. Big things are
being planned for the weekend and we
hope to have a tremendous turnout from
the class of 1962. One of our own class
mates, Eileen Burke Hogenkamp, is chair
man of the weekend. Plans for Friday night
include an informal get-together with the
Administration, Faculty and Alumnae.
Would you believe we are having a Dinner
Dance Saturday night at the University
Club with cocktails before? Sounds great,
so mark your calendar for those dates.
Barbara Metz Barber and family were
home for the week of December 5, 1966.
We had the pleasure of seeing them one
evening at Margery Conway Rittling's. The
Barbers are enjoying their new home in
Monrbeville, Pennsylvania.
Jean Goffaux Stenger and family have
moved into their new home in New Jersey.
Maryanne Steger and Rita Otterbein drove
down from Rochester over Labor Day
weekend to help them celebrate their
housewarming. They had a most delightful
time together discussing days at Rosary
Hill. Jean would like very much for anyone
who is in the area anytime to look her up.
The following news was received from
the questionnaires: Pat Heffernan Dramacich attended summer school at Rosary
Hill, taking educational psychology. Her
three children keep her very busy, but
she has an "at home" job correcting
English papers for Senior High English
teachers. Her husband, George, is head
of the physical education department at
Cardinal O'Hara and is working toward
his Master's degree at U.B. Sister M.
Imelda Hanshaw, O.S.F. spent the summer
at Notre Dame University and received
her Master's degree in business adminis
tration. Gail Williamson Crooks is return
ing to teaching — Grade three at school
42 in Buffalo. Michele Greene DiChristina
is enjoying being a mother for the first
time (Gioia Marie), but she was able to
work part-time this summer. Her husband,
Sam, has been promoted to chairman of
the English department at Bishop Neuman
High School.
There are a few Rosary Hill alumnae
working part-time as medical technologists

at Sisters Hospital, among them, Adele
Gagliardi Napierala and Rita Clark Ide.
Rita is also active in C.F.M. at St. Bene
dicts. Her husband is involved in a new
business — Boulevard Radio and T.V.
Service Inc., 2407 Niagara Falls Blvd., Am
herst, N.Y.
This past summer Eileen Burke Hogenkamp and family went to Whiteface
Inn in the Adirondack Mountains for a
vacation. Her husband, Tom, received his
Master's degree in May, 1966, from the
University of Buffalo. He is teaching math
part-time at the seminary in addition to
his regular job at D'Youville.
Mary Foran Reardon is living in Ro
chester, Minnesota, the home of the Mayo
Clinic. She finds this quite interesting as
she .has contact with people from all over
the world. Her husband works for I.B.M.
as an associate programmer. Marian Kasprzak toured Poland during the month of
July and visited the cities of Warsaw,
Krakow, Bydogosziz, Czestochowa, and
Zakopone — during this Millennium Year
of Poland's Christianity. Marian received
her Master's degree in education from
Canisius College in June 1966. Marilyn
Kirsch Houston is living with her parents
at 321 So. Kershaw St., York, Pennsylvania
17403, with two sons, Patrick and Sean,
while her husband, Pat, is on a tour of
duty with the Navy at Da Nang, Viet Nam.
He finished his medical internship at the
Chelsea Naval Hospital in Boston, Massa
chusetts before leaving for Viet Nam.
See you all at Homecoming and our
Fifth Reunion ! ! ! !
Reporter:
Joanne Finaldi Senall
221 Hastings Ave. 14215
BIRTHS: Noreen Kiggins Pitts — a son,
Andrew John, November 11, 1966; Bunny
Dotterweich Leighton — a son, Robert
Theodore, October 31, 1966; Marcia
Krzyzanowski Bujas — a son, Allen Ronald,
May 24,1966.
NEWS: Arlene Evanish Donahue is pres
ently teaching 7th grade English in Ari
zona. She and Mike are enjoying their air
conditioned car and are looking forward
to a trip to the Grand Canyon. Helen Wolf
Watt is proud of her husband, Jim, who
recently had his 1st article published in
the National Banking Journal. The article
was on bank marketing. Jim will be teach
ing marketing courses for the Chamber of
Commerce and is also scheduled as a
monthly participant on an WEBR radio
program.
Barbara Stoughton Hiller and her hus
band were staff members, training" Peace
Corp volunteers for the-Philippines. Pres
ently, they are living in Athens, Greece.
Barb's husband is teaching at Athens Col
lege and Barb at the American Community
School. They both find Greek a challenge
to learn. Their new address: Athens Col
lege, Box 175, Athens, Greece.

Florence DaLuiso continues her stud
ies for her 2nd Masters in the Humanities.
She recently traveled to Spain, Greece
and Italy. Anne Marie Weiss recently spent
time in Holland, and Belgium. She also
took a trip to Paris and Ireland. She pres
ently resides in London. Marilyn Lorenz
Guercio recently visited Buffalo with her
two children. She spoke of plans to spend
Christmas holidays with Margie Drake
Secky and family, in the Guercio California
home. Word comes from Barbara Mirante,
that her city of Utica, N.Y. will again hold
their Winter Carnival. This event which
was founded by Barb includes curling,
floats, skiing, ice skating, hockey, racing,
and socials. Barb as chairman and worker
sees this becoming an annual event in
Utica. Kathie Cuddy is presently working
for Senator Robert Kennedy in Washing
ton, D.C. She loves living in Washington
and finds it exciting to be caught in the
political whirlwind. Carolyn Gerwitz Maslona is presently department chairman and
math teacher at John F. Kennedy, High
School.
Reporter:
Joan Ervolina Ess
43 Ellen Dr. 14225
ENGAGEMENTS: Rita Theresa Pierpaoli to
Donald F. Blanford.
WEDDINGS: Joanne Boglioli to John Muldoon, August 7, 1966; Mary Brooks to Dr.
Richard Sheehan, September 10, 1966;
Georgia Cody to Kenneth W. Jones, De
cember 17,1966; Susan Cramer to Donald
Dodman, September 10, 1966; Mary June
Hardish to John Magaddino, July, 1966;
Patricia Jakiel to Patrick Carmody, Septem
ber 10,1966; Sharon Jordon to Lt. Ralph E.
Goodrich, August 13,1966; Bonita LaDuca
to Ronald Fredenburg, November 26,1966.
BIRTHS: Carol Dresser Petronack — a son,
Paul David, August 14, 1966; Carol Maggioli Pitz — a daughter, Ellen Theresa,
October 22,1966; Kathleen Metz Whistler
— a daughter, Susan Kennedy, October
20, 1966; Josephine Aleccia Seminski — a
daughter, Lisa Ann, November 10, 1966.
NEWS: Mary Littlefield returned from a
year in the Lay Extension Society in Louis
iana. She is now a medical technologist at
Sister's Hospital. Irene BonieUo teaches
developmental reading at LaSalle Junior
High School in Niagara Falls. She is also
active in the Niagara Falls Little Theatre.
Pat Wendling and Judy Hopkins took a
cruise to Bermuda this past summer.
Marla Jo Neal Henderson is a sub
stitute teacher in Spencerport, N. Y. She is
studying at SUC Brockport, working for
her MA in international relations. The
husbands of Kathy Eron Scott and Sue
Cramer Dodman are partners in a law
firm. Kathy is teaching world history at
Bishop O'Hern High School. Mary Ann
Saporito Esposito is living in Rochester and

teaching history at Mercy High School.
Her husband attends the University of
Rochester Medical School.
Karen Krafft, after spending several
years at Rosary Hill, has graduated from
Arizona State. She entered the Peace Corps
in August, 1965. She is in SiquatepequeComay, Honduras, and loves her work.
Karen is trying to teach hygiene to the
people but they are not too willing to
learn. Bunny Prise Putnam is living in San
Juan, Puerto Rico. Her husband is chief
of dental services for the U. S. Public
Health Dept. They arrived in July, 1966
and will be there for two years.
Sharon Jordon Goodrich has recently
moved to East Grand Forks, Minnesota.
Her husband is stationed with the Strate
gic Air Command Management Engineer
ing Team at Grand Forks Air Force Base.
She would enjoy hearing from anyone in
this area. Sharon is finishing her thesis for
an MA from SUNYAB in speech pathology
and audiology. Georgia Cody Jones and
her new husband are residents of a dor
mitory. Ken is the dorm master for 500
high school boys. Georgia will obtain her
Master's degree in Spanish from Middlebury College. She hopes to start imme
diately on doctorate studies.
Judy Thrasher is with the Peace Corps
in Guayaquil, Ecuador, doing community
development work. Judy unfortunately had
to train with a cast that extended from her
waist to her neck. She successfully passed
her training despite this dislocated shoul
der. Pat Fisher spent this last summer
studying for a Master's degree at Middlebury Spanish School in Vermont. She will
spend the next year in Madrid, Spain.
Kathy Kennedy spent last summer in
India. She participated in the Experiment
in International Living. Also participating
in this program was Loret Savage. She
lived in Finland for six weeks. Loret had
much praise for this organization and feels
that it is an excellent way "to gain insight
into an unknown culture." She suggested
that anyone interested should contact this
organization in Putney, Utah. Loret is do
ing graduate work in international rela
tions at Syracuse University.
Florence Skoff is currently teaching
business at Annunciation High School.
Marilyn Pawlowski Kogut is living in San
Diego, California. Her husband is a special
agent with the F.B.I. Marilyn writes that
she loves San Diego and feels that it offers
unlimited cultural opportunities. Mary
Alice Taylor Kehoe and her 154 year old
daughter, Amy Maureen, are living with
Mary Alice's family. Her husband, an offi
cer in the Air Force, has been reassigned
to Korea for 13 monhts and Mary Alice
was not allowed to accompany him. The
Kehoes have been living in Georgia and
found it delightful but were happy to re
turn to home ground.
Audrey D'Amico has moved to the
Washington, D.C. Area. She is currently
employed as secretary to the chief of staff

in a Georgetown hospital. Virginia Flint
has been attending SUNYAB in pursuit of
an Ed.M. in student personnel work. She
also is working part time as an editorial
assistant on the soon - to - be - published
Journal of Creative Behavior. Her son,
Mark, is on active duty in Viet Nam.
✓ s
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Reporter:
Jean Gilmartin Seelig
9030 El Darado Dr., Apt. 103
Indianapolis, Ind. 46226

ENGAGEMENTS: Linda A. Lesswing to
John H. Dehlinger; Rosemary Tackbary to
Salvatore A. DiFilippo; Elizabeth C.
Schwabl to Thomas R. Elmer; Barbara
Johnston to Lee A. Bowers; Donna Camp
bell to Nicholas Koppman; Donna Burns
to William Gibbons; Terry Volpe to David
Weagley.
WEDDINGS: Cecile Viggiano to Victor
lanna, July 13, 1966 — 180 Durston Ave.,
Syracuse, N. Y.; Kathleen Mary Campbell
to Laurence E. Hebeler, July 7,1966 — 101
E. Amherst, Buffalo, N. Y.; Maureen A.
Martin to Jerome P. Best, August 13, 1966
— 4619 Union Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.; Eliza
beth Du Ross to John P. Liddy, August 13,
1966— Bldg. 5, Apt. 2-D, Vistal Apts., Ever
green St., Vistal, N. Y.; Mary Cantwell to
William Kruczynsld—606 W. Poplar, Carrboro, N. Carolina; Elizabeth Papa to Joseph
Hausbeck, June 25, 1966 — 281 Parkridge
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.; Joan Marie Oddy to
Jerome Hackett—91 West Main St., Alle
gany, N. Y.; Kathleen Lagano to Matthew
R. Glowski, August 20, 1966; Leila Ramnarine to Robin Scott Piel, July 16, 1966—
72 Oxford St., Buffalo, N. Y.; Suzanne Cole
to William Fortner — 624 W. Wayne, Ft.
Wayne, Indiana; Judith Saraceno to Frank
lin Serio—476 Linden Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.;
Donna Kelly to Patrick Hughes, October 1,
1966; Karen Zastempowski to Richard
Krawczyk, October 15, 1966 — 35 Knox
Ave., Buffalo, N. Y.; Jean Gilmartin to
Louis C. Seelig, November 26, 1966— 9030
El Darado Dr., Apt. 103, Indianapolis,
Ind.; Marilyn A. Gillooly to Peter F. Borer,
November 5, 1966; Linda J. Schlosser to
David L. Benzing, December 26,1966.
BIRTHS: Maureen Creagh Gregson — a
son, Kevin Michael, July 6, 1966; Sharon
Torba Doerr — a son, Jason Edward, July
19, 1966; Joanne Bakeman Cocciole — a
daughter, Claire Marie, November 30,1966.
SYMPATHY: Noreen Zaccagnino: Father
Victor J. Zaccagnino; Ann Goslin Bermingham: Brother Paul.
NEWS: Graduation; Fr. Padanyi's Greek
Course, and summer trips around the
country and world are not so far behind
us yet, but the class of '66 has moved on
to bigger and better things already.
As for the young professionals, most
of our up-to-date information concerns
teachers. Linda Schlosser is teaching 7th

grade at School # 60 and 86; Ruth Marcy
Quagliana at School 82; Judy Richardson
at School # 5 3 ; Sandy Wood, second
grade at School # 8 . In secondary educa
tion Bernie Speirs, Betty Schwabl, and
Beth delPrince have moved to Rochester
where they are teaching foreign languages.
Kathy Campbell Hebeler is teaching math
at the Buffalo Seminary; Jeanne and Linda
Hertel are both teaching art at Fosdick
Masten Girls Vocational and Depew Jr.-Sr.
High, respectively. After returning from
Ireland, Julie Hassett is teaching English at
East High; Karen Kimball is also teaching
English at Grover Cleveland; and Kathi
Jakub at Genesee Humbolt. Sharon Muldoon is now teaching art in a junior high
in the Falls, while Marianne Krieger is do
ing the same at West Point Elementary.
Donna Campbell is teaching at Bennett
while working on her Masters at Canisius.
Penny Moore is teaching Chemistry in
Cherry Hill High School while on an intern
teaching program there in New Jersey.
At the Sorbonne, Pat McGroder is
taking graduate courses; Virginia Burke is
on an assistantship at Niagara to obtain
her masters in history. Joyce Ostroff Black,
whose husband is in law school, is taking
her M.A. in education at Boston U. under
a government fellowship N.D.E.A. title V
grant. Sherry Rice is also on an assistantship at Central Conn. State College in New
Britain; Sister M. Judeen Pfund at the
University of Minnesota, a fellowship in
journalism. Anne Moriarty is studying at
the University of Buffalo. Terry Volpe at
the University and hopefully yours truly,
Jean Gilmartin Seelig and husband Lewis,
plan to begin graduate studies at Butler
University this Spring.
Jean Gilmartin Seelig's husband, Lou,
is now stationed at Fort Ben Harrison in
Indiana where Gen. Markey recently dec
orated him with a Bronze Star for his out
standing job done in Viet Nam 1965-66.
Maureen Creagh Gregson's husband is now
a sales representative for Niagara Mohawk;
and John Liddy has been promoted to dis
trict manager for Kemper Insurance in the
States Southern Tier where Liz Du Ross
Liddy is working on the payroll for a com
pany in Binghamton.

WHAT DIMENSIONS ARE MISSING?
(Cont'd from p. 10)

individual who takes the drug . . . .He
is an individual who cannot get an
uplifting experience from reality."
Other concerned observers may
ask what human dimension missing
from present "reality" is forcing in
creasing numbers of students to find
their "u p lift" elsewhere? An increase
of investigation rather than castigation
may be in order.

STAND TALL .. . HAVE CONFIDENCE
(Cont'd. from p. 11)

women seven years after graduation,
conducted by Mary Dublin Keyserling, director of the U.S. Labor De
partment's Women's Bureau, found
that 90% of women with children
six years and older are in the labor
force, as are 80% of those without
children and 26% of those with
younger children.
The same survey indicates that
college graduates are recognizing
their continuing educational require
ments. Of the respondents, 50% had
taken at least one post-graduate
course, three-fourths of the employed
and two-thirds of the unemployed
were planning on further education,
although many complained of inade
quate courses to meet their needs.
One of your major needs, says
Emma Jung, wife of Swiss psychologist
Carl Jung, is courage to make use of
your intellectual capacities. By nature,
woman "frequently discovers and ap
praises spiritual values more quickly
than a man, whose developed critical
power tends to* make him so distrust
ful and prejudiced that it often takes
him considerable time to see a value
which less prejudiced persons have
long since realized."
This pleasant trait of yours is not,
however, sufficient. According to
Emma Jung, you need to balance this
feminine capacity with a flexing of
your mental muscles — your slumber
ing but more masculine aspect. Part
of your intellectual exercise is to de
velop your own powers of careful —
but hopefully still unprejudiced —
discrimination.
"For the woman, with her auto
matic and oftentimes altogether too
subjective sympathy, such an achieve
ment is valuable; it can even be an
aid in the field most peculiarly her
own, that of relationship." It leads to
understanding.
"We women need this power,"
writes Frau Jung, "for, strange as it
seems, only when this masculine

'entity' becomes an integrated part of
the soul and carries on its proper func
tion there, is it possible for a woman
to be truly a woman io the higher
sense, and, at the same time, also
being herself, to fulfill her individual
human destiny."
If hubby's hapless premonitions
are based on fact, yours are not the
only needs which must be met. Some
one — maybe you — perhaps can
meet them. If you prefer the whirr of
angel wings to the computer, rev up
your intellects, gird on your intuitions.
We await the charge of the Lost Bat
talion. There is only one way to go,
girls, from Zero. Up!

FRIDAY, May 12, 8:30 P. M. WELCOME HOME!
"Dooley" and "Schultz" will help greet alumnae, faculty and administration in
the German Beer Garden (alias Alumnae Lounge). Husbands are invited.
SATURDAY, May 13
10:00 A. M.

CHAPTER BRUNCH I faculty dining room
Representatives of chapters, groups and "hopefuls" will
brainstorm new ideas.

WHAT'S IN A DREAM?

2:00 P. M.

"WHAT'S NEW IN THE ARTS TO D AY?"

(Cont'd from P.11)

7:00 P. M.

CO CKTAIL HOUR I University Club

8:30 P. M.

REUNION-DINNER | University Club

the mountains . . . Here it gets into
this epic type of thing . . . a DeMille
super-type colossal production."
Shown the 12 pictures, Bill chose
"Zapatistas" as the one most closely
resembling his dreams. Two out of
three distant judges, who heard the
taped dreams and looked at the pic
tures, chose "Zapatistas" as "a direct
hit."
To date, the total of similar
experiments, according to Dr. Krippner, indicate that "pictorial material
seems to have been perceived through
telepathy by the subjects. Both the
subjects matchings and the judges
matchings were statistically signifi
cant."
Dreamers do not always relate
however, to the proper "sender." In
one instance, the target was missed
entirely, but a dreamer reported im
ages which were remarkably similar
to those published in an issue of LIFE
magazine accompanying an article on
"Topless Swimsuits." An off-duty
"agent" had been reading the article
just before the evening's experiment
began. LIFE magazine now is banned
in the Dream Laboratory!

10 : 0 0 - 2:00

DANCING to Dave Cheskin's orchestra

SUNDAY, May 14
10:30 A. M.

MASS AND GRADUATES BRUNCH
The Reverend John A. Buerk, Protestant Chaplain, State
University of New York at Buffalo will speak.

3:00 P. M.

BLESSING of the new Duns Scotus Addition with the Canisius
Glee Club and R.O.T.C. Band. The very Reverend James M.
Demske, S.J., President, Canisius College, will preside.
A Reception will follow in Lourdes Lounge.

Co-chairmen, Joyce E. Fink '52, Eileen Burke Hogenkamp '62. Committee, Gerry
Drexelius Kennedy '53, Patricia C. Burns '64, Delia McKenna McAuliffe '58,
Barbara Joyce Breen '55, Lucy Curley Teresi '61, Mary Lou Orlando Riso '57,
Mary Ann Eugino Cuviello '56.
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Linda E, Cartel*
161 A. Kenville Rd.
Buffalo, N. Y.
14215
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ROSARY HILL ALUMNAE GO TO
EUROPE . . . 22 DAYS . . .
$984.90 PER PERSON
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TRIP INCLUDES:
■ Round-trip Economy Class Jet Air
Fare from Buffalo.
■ First Class Hotels in London, Mu
nich, Geneva, Nice, Paris, and —
Superior Tourist Class Hotels else
where, with accommodation based
on twin beds and private bath in
First Class, twin beds and running
water in Tourist.
■ Three Meals daily throughout except
in London, Munich and Paris where
only Breakfast and Lunch or Dinner
is provided.
■ All Sightseeing via Deluxe Motorcoach.
■ First Class Rhine River Cruise and
First Class European Rail.
■ Transfers, Porterage, Tips and Taxes
(except airport taxes) are included.
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The delights of England . . . Germany
. . . Switzerland . . . France . . . featur
ing special visits to NONNENWERTH
and LOURDES
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BRIEF ITINERARY:
July 25
July 26-28
July 29
July 30
July 31
Aug. 1
Aug. 2
Aug. 3-4
Aug. 5
Aug. 6
Aug. 7
Aug. 8
Aug. 9
Aug. 10
Aug. 11
Aug. 12-13
Aug. 14
Aug. 15

Buffalo-New York and overnight flight via Paris to LONDON.
In London and Stratford-on-Avon (Shakespeare Play)
London to Cologne (Cathedral)
Cologne-NONNENWERTH-Koblenz-Rhine Cruise-HEIDELBERG.
From Heidelberg via rail to MUNICH.
Bavarian Castles excursion — See Neuschwanstein.
Munich-Lake Constance-Rheinfalls-ZURICH.
Sightseeing and Leisure in Zurich.
Zurich-Lucerne-INTERLAKEN.
Via the Rhone Valley, Lac Leman and Lausanne to GENEVA.
GENEVA — visit Chamonix and Mt. Blanc.
From Geneva by air to NICE on the FRENCH RIVIERA.
At Leisure on the Riviera.
To LOURDES! Visit Basilica and the Grotto.
To PARIS.
2-day excursion Loire Valley and CHATEAUX COUNTRY.
Paris and Lovely Versailles.
Return flight Paris-New York-Buffalo.

ESCORTED TH RO U G HO U T. . . RESERVATIONS ARE LIMITED. Rate quoted is
based on a minimum of 25 persons. Single Rooms available for $65.00 extra. For
detailed information, literature, etc. or to secure your reservations please contact
BUFFALO TRAVEL AGENCY, INC.
374 Delaware Avenue
Buffalo, N. Y. 14202
(phone) 852-5490

